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Midland Afghan Hound Club
Have You Noticed

Open Show Sunday 20 March 2005

West Park Leisure Centre, Long Eaton, Derbyshire.
Judges: Dogs - Jan Fielder Bitches: Carol Humphries
Championship Show Sunday 29 May 2005
Lady Eastwood Pavilion, Newark Showground, Notts
Judges: Dogs: Shirley Carr Bitches: Wendy Bastow
Open Show Sunday 18 September 2005
Tomlinson’s Kennels and Training Centre, Markfield, Leicestershire
Judge: Dogs & Bitches: Marie Morrison
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Ed Says ...

It has been over two years since the last issue of ‘The Afghan
Ticket’ but I am sure you will not be disappointed with this
bumper edition. It has slightly changed in appearance due to
the increasing costs of ‘professional’ production, but I hope
you will find the format reasonably familiar.
I would like to thank everyone who assisted with the production
of this issue. Regretably there is insufficient space to name
everyone individually, but you know who you are and for
your help I am extremely grateful. However, I must mention
Michelle who has supported me throughout the many hours
it has taken to pull everything together. Even Amelia turned
her hand to typing up one or two items, making the magazine
a family production! The Committee have been extremely
supportive and David Paton has offered his usual words of
encouragement. Thanks also to Paul Wood for starting the ball
rolling by obtaining several items of interest.
Hopefully there will be another issue at the end of the year, so
please start gathering ideas for articles now! The excellent cover
sketch is by Martine Falke (Soukistan Afghans, France).
John Bloor

Copyright Reserved

The views expressed in ‘The Afghan Ticket’ are not
necessarily those of the Midland Afghan Hound Club.

Sec Says...

2004 was never going to be easy; celebrating our 40th
Anniversary Year with no CC’s was not the best combination.
However, the generosity of Afghan enthusiasts never ceases
to amaze me! Money, gifts, prizes, donations, special awards
came in from all over and we were thrilled with the response
for each and every one of our events throughout the year.
We seemed to suffer one mix up after another through this
year. Firstly our March Open Show date and venue had to
change at the 11th hour because our venue had double booked
– with a 21st birthday party! Interesting that the dog show
had to go when the venue is supposed to be a purpose built
dog show venue! Anyhow we managed to secure Ryton on the
Saturday, so the show took place on 13th March instead. The
entry was good and we made full use of the space to set up
large, spacious rings.
Our AGM followed the March Open Show, with a sufficient
number remaining after the show to attend, our thanks to
them. No changes to rules and the AGM passed by with no
contentious issues at all. A couple of presentations were made;
firstly a bouquet of flowers for June Griffin who allows us to
use her home for Committee meetings and lays on a fantastic
buffet afterwards. As you can imagine all diets go out of the
window at Committee meetings! The second presentation
of a June Leitch model, of Ch Cloudside The Ringmaster
was accepted on behalf of Carmel and Pete Barnett for their
support throughout the years. They have been most valuable
committee members but because of Carmel’s poor health were
no longer able to keep up the vital work they have done over
the years. We miss them on Committee.
It was with great shock and sadness that within three days of
our Open Show, 16th March, Carmel had died. Many of you
will know that Carmel had suffered renal failure for some time
with great fortitude, but even so the news that she had died was
a shock nonetheless. There was a huge turnout for her funeral
in Chaddesden, and the music that was played afterwards was
chosen by Carmel, a fitting conclusion to the day, because I’m
sure many of you will remember Carmel and Margaret Fox
out-dancing everyone at Club discos and dinner dances. Our
sympathies to Carmel’s family, especially Pete who has nursed
and cared for her all this time.
In place of a Championship Show we held a Ruby Anniversary
Open Show Extravaganza! What a success, held outside on
tarmac at Ryton on 30th May, we had invited two overseas
judges to officiate for us: Roberto Bonjiovanni (Xenos) from
Italy judging Dogs, and Gunilla Holmgren (Kingsleah) from
Sweden judging Bitches. It was a lovely day, all judging took
place outdoors, we had a very large entry (some absentees) but
I think I’m safe in saying everyone enjoyed themselves.
As planned we held a Judges’ Training Day at the end of June at
a new venue, Shirland Village Hall nr Alfreton. It is certainly
a venue worth using again. Mike Lancashire (ably assisted by
Avril) gave the breed lecture, using two excellent dogs of his
own to demonstrate the various breed points to look for. It was
a very successful day, not a high attendance, but at least time
could be dedicated to those that wish to learn.
September Open Show date had to change because of a
venue mix up. It eventually took place on 17th October at
Tomlinsons. We were indoors for this (continued on page 5)
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Lynne Newton

Club News
Sec Says... (cont.)
show, but the facilities are excellent and the floor surface is
good.
We held Judges Examinations in November at our usual
venue of Risley, and what a turn-out we had for our examiners
Jeff Bunney, Mary Davies and Mike Lancashire! We are
greatly indebted to the examiners for working such a long day,
still smiling at the end of it, and they wouldn’t accept fees
or expenses. Thank you very much! Out of 11 candidates we
had 7 passes: Nikki Deen, Alex Greenfield, Ross Gilbert, Sue
Cronk, Kirstie Dugdale, Chris Bagshaw and Les Freke. Well
done to you all.
Our Breed Council membership continues and we attempt to
be at every meeting, but sometimes clashes with other events
mean it is not always possible. I’m sure the excessive number
of events held in the Midlands is probably most welcome to
some, but where clubs have a different area of responsibility,
it hardly seems fair that Afghan devotees in their own areas
are neglected. Unfortunately support from Breed Council was
lukewarm.
This will be my last Secretary’s Report for the magazine as
I shall be retiring from my position at the next AGM, but
continuing in my role of Vice President. It is a job I have
enjoyed to a great extent, but requires more time now than I
can dedicate to it. Michelle Bloor has agreed to take over, and,
of course, I shall be there to help out as and when required.
Finally, my warmest wishes to you all.
Liz O’Connor-Thomas

Chairman’s Report

2004, as you know was the year we lost our Championship Show
but it was also the year we celebrated 40 years of the Midland
Afghan Hound Club and we had three very successful Open
Shows. One with judges from overseas, fantastic sponsorship
and very generous support all round. Thanks to one and all.
We also held a Breed Lecture in June which was enjoyed by
everyone who attended. Followed up by a Judging Exam in
November with a good number of candidates being successful.
I feel there is a need to encourage our Junior Judges as our B
and C Lists are left very depleted as more people move up to
the A list. Registrations seem to be consistent over the last
few years, so hopefully more young people will be joining our
Judging lists.
John has agreed to once again produce the magazine albeit in
a different format, but I am sure with his excellent track record
it will be great. Please help by letting him have all your articles
and adverts etc.
Your Committee works very hard all year and I thank them
once again for all the time and effort they put in.
May I wish you all a happy and successful 2005.
Lynne Newton
Chairman

David Cooper

David Cooper died in Glenfield Hospital, Leicester on
Monday 27th December 2004. He had been ill for some
months.
David and his wife Marie had their first Afghan Hound in
1973. He was Baalbek Akbar from the Parkinson & Tyson
kennel. He was shown by David with some success at that
time when the entry numbers for Afghans was at its peak at
all level of shows.
David and Marie were involved in a number of local training
clubs in the Leicester area and he was immediately identifiable
as a kind and helpful man who
would always try to help others.
They were regular exhibitors in
the 1970’s and 80’s, with David
usually handling their dogs in
the early years and then sharing
the responsibility with daughters
Joanne and Susie as they grew
older.
David joined the Committee of
the Midland Club in 1986 and
served the club for eleven years,
many of those in the role of
Photo: David Paton
Trophy Steward. David took on this responsibility at a time
when there were doubts regarding the whereabouts of many
of the Club’s cups and trophies. He approached this problem
conscientiously and diplomatically and within a short while
order was restored.
David was a valuable member of the Committee and always
had a reasoned and sound approach to everything that was
discussed. He also had a lovely dry sense of humour. When at
one of our Committee meeting held in the back bar of a pub
somewhere in Derbyshire I noticed that he had said very little,
and eventually he admitted that his hearing aid was picking
up more of the juke-box in the next room than it was of our
meeting. When I later tried to convince him that he was better
off listening to that (as the proceedings of that meeting were a
bit dull!), he was highly amused.
David will be greatly missed by all who knew him.
Our sympathy goes to Marie, along with Joanne and Susie
and their families.
Tony Cleak

Ian Hodgson

I’m sure the news of Ian’s death just before Christmas 2004
must have been met by everyone who knew him with shock,
sadness and disbelief.
He was his usual jovial self at LKA, mixing and talking with
everyone.
Such an easy person to get along with, he certainly lightened
the mood at Breed Council meetings. You just have to read his
views in the Northern magazine to realise he was deliciously
un-politically-correct and these views were expressed at Breed
Council with much candour and humour!
How sad that we have been robbed of his presence.
Liz O’Connor-Thomas



Eweyisska
‘Hank’

Jalhar Ladykiller
with Eweyisska
8.4.00
Ch. Sumahari Starturn
x
Vorlac Night Affair at Araki
Crufts Qualified
01, 02, 04, 05
Stud Book No.
Co-owned with Nicola Mulvale

Both adored and proudly shown by
Tina Cullen & Nicola Mulvale

‘Flame’

Azymuth Witch Poison
Potion with Eweyisska
11.6.02
Indira Mythical King
x
Azymuth Which Witch Is Which
Crufts Qualified
03, 04, 05



Tina Cullen 02476 745278

Committee Profile
Club Treasurer

So how did I get involved in the world of Afghan Hounds?
Well it all stated when Avril Lacey and Stan Szyczewski moved
across the road from us, at the time they were campaigning
several Afghans including Ch. Karnak Shamrock, Ch.
Weetoneon Dark Zaleta and Ch. Sullimar Rainbow
Warrior. My youngest daughter who was I think eleven at the
time knocked on their door to
enquire as to whether she could
help with the dogs at weekends.
From then on she helped with
the kennels as well as bathing and
grooming regularly and quickly
become very attached to the dogs.
One day she came home excited
that Zelda had been mated and
if she has puppies could she have
one. To start with we had our
reservations but I had watched
the trio being exercised and loved
Photo: Lewis Baucutt
their glamorous coats and unique movement, they always
looked so aloof and elegant. So after numerous conversations
with Avril and Stan it was decided that we would have a bitch
in partnership with them, the agreement was that she would
live with us and Avril would show her. That is how we owned
our first Afghan Weetoneon Dark Persuasion (Wanda). The
world of showing was not new to us as my husband Bill has
been involved with breeding turkeys, working closely with
Cambridge University Veterinary School on disease control
and regularly exhibited them at shows for many years although
these were usually dead and dressed and didn’t require as much
equipment as an Afghan.
Well it was not long before we were looking for another puppy.
This would be a huge commitment at the time as I was working in
London for a media and film company as Financial Controller
and working long hours as well as commuting, but by now we
were well and truly addicted to the world of Afghan Hounds.
Avril was not having any litters at the time but Marie Howett
had brought a bitch to be mated to Weetoneon Fiddla On
The Roof. I had always admired “Louie” so we enquired about
having a puppy. There were only three puppies, a dog and two
bitches. We picked our second Afghan, a black masked gold
bitch Kazaba Shareena. Chloe did reasonably well in the ring
and obtained her stud book number by winning Open Bitch
under Terry Thorn at Paignton. One day Avril mentioned that
Richard Kirkham from the Jhansi kennel was bringing his
beautiful black bitch Ch. Touched by Magic to be mated to
Fiddla on the Roof and after approaching Richard and being
interviewed and interrogated by him at great length we were
very honoured when he agreed that we could have a puppy,
but as there were only four it would have to be a dog. So that
is how we became the proud owners of Jhansi The Enchanter
in partnership with Avril Lacey.
We became very friendly with Richard and I regularly visited
him and Mark, his partner at the time. He taught me a lot
about Afghans in general and the history of his own lines and
how and why he had decided on particular stud dogs to get to
where he is at present. We watched endless videos and went
through hundreds of photos of his wonderful dogs as well as a

lot of other famous dogs from the past. I was soon very taken
by his kennel and respected his knowledge of the breed. He
was impressed by the way I handled and looked after the dogs
that I already owned and explained that he did not really want
to be involved with breeding any more but wanted to still be
actively involved in the breed and did not want to see his line
end. He had decided to import semen from the American
champion “Taco” and asked if I would be prepared to have
pick of the bitches in partnership with him and carry the line
on. I considered this a great honour and was very flattered. Of
course I was delighted to agree although I considered it a huge
responsibility, so when this litter was born on 10th February
2000 I regularly visited to see how the litter was getting on and
eventually between us we agreed on a black masked gold bitch.
Indie was to become my first champion (Ch Jhansi Moroccan
Spice) and the eighth English champion for the Jhansi kennel.
I will always remember how honoured and excited I was when
I was handed my first CC by Muriel Boydell at LKA in 2001
after winning a class of 27.
So that is how we got to where we are, at present we are looking
forward with excitement to the prospect of two possible Jhansi
litters this year, so lets see what the future holds.
By the way, my daughter is now almost twenty-seven with a
seven month old baby, a Hungarian Puli and a Staffy.
Shirley Adams ( Jhansi)

Club Table

Afghans have been in my family since the mid 70s. I started
with a 14 month old rescue. Boy did he start something.
I started showing in 1980 with Pooghan Zhanooki from
Dennis McCarthy, then Shabayni Anastasia out of Elaine
Sutton’s kennels, followed by
Azymuth Summer Rain J.W.
and Summer Storm, both
from Nicola Mulvale. Both
gave lots of love and had great
success in the ring.
I took 10 years off from the
show ring to raise a couple
of off-springs, which later
inspired my affix. Ewe is
Hewbrew for Rachael and
Yisska is Jessica.
March 01, Affies firmly back
with Jalhar Ladykiller joining
my home followed with
my latest little lady Flame,
Azymuth Witch Poison Potion. So it’s full circle, back with
old and new friends.
The place you will see me at Club Shows is behind the Club
Table along with my helpers, my girls.
So come and say hello, you’ll be pleased at the range of goods
we have for you.
Tina Cullen (Eweyisska)



Ch. Jhansi Philadelphia Dream
Am Ch Pahlavi Puttin On The Ritz - Ch Jhansi Touched By Magic

Owned by Richard Kirkham & Mark Higginbottom
Living With Shirley & Bill Adams
Hopefully in whelp to Amudarya Shekinah at Terstine
Enquiries to Shirley Adams 01832 710604
jhansi2@gmail.com

or


Richard 01829 720192

Judges for Championship Shows 2005
Manchester Thursday 20 January
Dogs & Domenico Traversari
Bitches

East of England Tuesday 19 July
Dogs & Derek Arris
Bitches

East of England Afghan Club Saturday 26 February
Dogs Jim Taylor
Bitches Val McCormack

Leeds Saturday 23 July
Dogs & Mary Pascoe
Bitches

Crufts Thursday 10 March
Dogs Lynda Race
Bitches Norma Hitch

Hound Association Saturday 6 August
Dogs Carol Reisman (USA)
Bitches Brenda Thornton

N.A.H.S. Sunday 27 March
Dogs Jackie Scott
Bitches Allan Brooks

Bournemouth Saturday 13 August
Dogs & Isobel Dyke
Bitches

Hound Association of Scotland Saturday 9 April
Dogs & Roberta Hall
Bitches

Welsh Kennel Club Friday 19 August
Dogs & Avril Lacey
Bitches

W.E.L.K.S. Sunday 1 May
Dogs & Ken Sinclair
Bitches

S.K.C. Sunday 28 August
Dogs & Mick Griffin
Bitches

Birmingham National Sunday 8 May
Dogs & Denise Tyerman
Bitches

City of Birmingham Friday 2 September
Dogs & Tony Cleak
Bitches

S.K.C. Friday 20 May
Dogs & Brian Hobbs (NZ)
Bitches

Y.A.H.S. Sunday 4 September
Dogs Lynne Newton
Bitches Dorothy Hunter

MAHC Sunday 29 May
Dogs Shirley Carr
Bitches Wendy Bastow

Richmond Saturday 10 September
Dogs & Linda Aldous *
Bitches

Bath Monday 30 May
Dogs & Richard Jamrozik
Bitches

Belfast Saturday 24 September
Dogs & Jeff Horswell
Bitches

Southern Counties Friday 3 June
Dogs & Andrew Brace
Bitches

AHA of Northern Ireland Sunday 25 September
Dogs & Bob Savage
Bitches

Three Counties Tuesday 14 June
Dogs & Jackie Day
Bitches

AHC of Scotland Saturday 1 October
Dogs Anne Wilson
Bitches Mike Lancashire

Border Union Saturday 18 June
Dogs & Jackie Reader
Bitches

Driffield Saturday 15 October
Dogs & Denise Courtney
Bitches

Blackpool Saturday 25 June
Dogs & Gail Link
Bitches

N.E.A.H.S. Sunday 23 October
Dogs Wendy Shipman
Bitches Mark Ord

Windsor Saturday 2 July
Dogs & Francis Mallinson
Bitches

Afghan Hound Club of Wales Saturday 5 November
Dogs & Anita Doe
Bitches

South Wales Friday 8 July
Dogs & Monica Booth-Thomson
Bitches

B.A.H.C. Sunday 20 November
Dogs Carol Humphries
Bitches Les Husband

Paignton Thursday 14 July
Dogs & Avril Lancashire
Bitches

W.A.H.C. Saturday 26 November
Dogs Ronnie Davies
Bitches Diane Cook

A.H.A. Sunday 17 July
Dogs Jean Severn
Bitches Richard Kirkham

L.K.A. Saturday 10 December
Dogs & Jillian Knight-Messenger
Bitches
* Subject to KC Confirmation
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MAHC Open Show
THE CRICKET CONNEXION, LEAMINGTON ROAD, RYTON ON DUNSMORE, COVENTRY.
SUNDAY 2 MARCH 2003
JUDGES: DOGS - MRS JO SMITH (SEVERNDENE): : BITCHES - MRS DAWN KIRWAN (PADAKI)
VD Cleak’s Ch Ratheeli Hajur
MPD Hall’s Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio
PD Hall’s Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio
JD Crossley & Corden’s Gemgwynad Gotta Lead The Way
MD Abs
ND Crossley & Corden’s Gemgwynad Gotta Lead The Way
SYD Goff ’s Gardwright Onya Tails
UGD Aspinall’s Tulak The Fugitive
GD Busby’s Tulak Rogue Trader At Wilbus JW
PGD Hitch’s Sacre Bleu of Zendushkas
LD Kennedy & Young’s Jhansi The Dream Weaver
OD Cronk & Gibbs’ Karianca Daktari at Montravia

VB Hitch’s Ch Regal Lily of Zendushkas
MPB Latimer’s Saxonmill Electra At Zharook
PB Meakes & Morris’ Arushkhan Shes No Angel at Cadmore JW
JB Bastow’s Gilari That’s Amazing Karandikar
MB Ellis’ Renza Paint The Town Red Among Mogells
NB Lawson & Lawson-Ball’s Arushkhan Moonberry Magic
SYB Morgan’s Maringo Leading Lady at Suranda
UGB Lawson & Lawson-Ball’s Arushkhan Moonberry Magic
GB Abs
PGB Floyd’s Phelezzi Pikachu
LB Busby’s Tulak Risky Business At Wilbus JW
OB Evans, Hillier & Waterman’s Wilbus Lovesong JW

Best In Show Evans, Hillier & Waterman’s Wilbus Lovesong JW
Reserve Best In Show Busby’s Tulak Risky Business at Wilbus JW
Best Opposite Sex Goff ’s Gardwright Onya Tails
Best Puppy In Show Hall’s Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio
Best Veteran In Show Cleak’s Ch Ratheeli Hajur
Photographs by John M Hope (01527 550474)

Best In Show: Wilbus Lovesong JW
Reserve Best In Show: Tulak Risky Business at Wilbus JW

Best Puppy In Show: Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio
Reserve Best Puppy In Show: Arushkhan Shes No Angel at Cadmore JW

Best Dog & Best Opposite Sex: Gardwright Onya Tails
Reserve Best Dog: Tulak Rogue Trader At Wilbus JW

Best Veteran In Show: Ch Ratheeli Hajur
Reserve Best Veteran In Show: Ch Regal Lily of Zendushkas
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The UK DNA Archive For Companion Animals
In past health articles I have written, including those
published in the SAC & EEAC magazines, I have referred to
the possibilities of DNA profiling to identify certain disease
patterns emerging in our dogs.
One of the major problem in studying diseases is the lack of
“samples”. The DNA archives, although in its infancy, has now
been set up with the objective of providing a “Bank” of DNA
samples from dogs, cats and horses, to assist in the research of
a variety of disorders known to have a genetic basis, hopefully
leading to new treatments & to assist breeders in strategies
to alleviate some health issues that may result from some
breeding patterns.
The 6 UK Veterinary Schools are participating in this database
and the extension of the collecting of samples is now being
circulated through to Veterinary Practices and Breed Clubs.
I have been in contact with Wendy Hallows, who is the coordinator at Liverpool Vet school, who has kindly provided
further information.
I have literature, which I will be circulating to other regional
breed clubs via the Breed Council.
Targeting of specific canine conditions has commenced & the
criteria for such samples is already in process. In short, criteria
means.... criteria/phenotype sheet... which is simply a form
for Veterinary Surgeons to complete confirming diagnosis
and symptoms for a specific condition. Some may ask for lab
results, etc.
Amongst those conditions for which a Criteria Sheet is already
available are Hypo-Thyroidism, Epilepsy, Mitral Valve (heart)
disease, Anal Furunculosis andElbow/Hip Displasia.
Other conditions for which a Criteria Sheet is in the pipeline
include Lymphoma, Lymphosarcoma, Haemangiosarcoma, Pyoderma, Gastric Dilation (Bloat) and Cataracts, all
conditions that have been documented as occurring in the
Afghan Hound.
Wendy has indicated that a number of the Veterinary
profession as well as interested parties in a number of Breeds
would like for more conditions to be collected and included
in the archives (I had mentioned to Wendy the significance
of Laryngeal Paralysis occurring within our breed, as this
condition is listed under the recognised disease for Equines
for which a Criteria Sheet is available). Concern with the
complex gene disorders is reflected in the original list, as
clearly a start has to be made somewhere.
Please bring this project to the attention of your Vets, IF they
are not aware of it already and if you have a dog with one of
the listed conditions and would like to assist in this data base
collection by providing blood samples, further information
can be made by contacting:
Archive Coordinator:
WENDY HALLOWS VN.tel 0151794 7208
e-mail: whallows@liv.ac.uk
Please feel free to call me if you want any further details.
12 Sylvia Evans (Amshura), Health Co-ordinator, EEAC.

Information Sheet For Owners
Great advances in Veterinary medicine have been made recently
and many of these have centred around new developments in
body imaging, new treatments and surgical procedures and the
identification of genes which cause disease. Major developments
in molecular biology have taken place in the last few years,
making it possible to quickly analyse the DNA of both humans
and animals.
This is helping scientists work out what the underlying causes are
for diseases and why some individuals become ill, whereas others
remain well. Many of the diseases seen in companion animals,
including dogs, cats and horses, are caused by a combination of
genes from their parents (this is often referred to as “nature”)
and the external or environmental factors they have experienced
during their lives (this is called “nurture”). Most scientists now
accept that for the majority of features about ourselves and our
animals, they are the result of a mixture of nature and nurture.
For example, body weight and height are in part caused by
which genes are inherited and in part caused by our nutritional
intake. In the same way, diseases such as diabetes in dogs, sarcoid
in horses and renal failure in cats are likely to be caused by a
combination of both nature and nurture. The analogy often given
to explain why such diseases develop is that of requiring both the
seed (nature) and the soil (nurture) before a plant can grow. If
researchers can identify which genes and environmental factors
(such as vaccination, infections, nutrition, drugs) are important
and interact together to cause diseases, we may be able to use this
information to improve animal welfare. For example it may be
possible to advise owners which foods or vaccinations their pets
should avoid (or alternatively have) to reduce the risks of certain
diseases developing.
Researchers from all six UK Veterinary Schools are now
beginning to investigate the genetic and environmental factors
underlying a wide range of diseases in companion animals. To
do this it is important to collect large numbers of DNA samples
from animals where the clinical features of diseases are clearly
defined. Rather than have many small or duplicated collections
across the UK, the Vet Schools have agreed to work together in
assembling one National UK DNA Archive.
The information collected will be kept strictly confidential.
The samples and clinical data will be made available through
application to a review committee from bona fide research groups
working on these conditions and where the projects have been
deemed to be ethically sound. It is possible that samples will also
be made available to research groups working in collaboration
with non-academic and industrial partners. The DNA sample
being submitted to the Archive will be derived from blood left
over from the routine pathology tests being performed. Samples
will only be included if the owners give their written consent. The
sample will be anonymous once it is entered into the Archive.
The owner will also retain the right to remove the sample from
the Archive in the future if so wished.
No information regarding tests performed on the DNA sample
will be given back to the owner. This is because it will only be
possible to find out which genes and environmental factors are
important by identifying patterns in large numbers of affected
and unaffected animals.
Should you require further clarification of any issues raised please
contact:
Wendy Hallows Archive Coordinator Tel: 0151 794 7208
e-mail: whallows@liv.ac.uk
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MAHC Championship Show
LADY EASTWOOD PAVILION, THE SHOWGROUND, NEWARK, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
SUNDAY 25 MAY 2003
JUDGES: DOGS - MR WENDELL MOORE (CLOUDSIDE): : BITCHES - MS PAULINE MULLINS (RATHEELI)
MPD Collett’s Saboush Raffyk at Mhasud
PD Chapman & Selaw’s Saxonmill Skimbleshanks at Sadida
VD Woodward’s Ch Sashkan Incognito
JD Kitchen’s Lissue Carreras
SYD Shaverna, Doudko & Rhodes’ Shadowfax Stepnoi Veter JW
MD Richards’ Arushkhan Lord Of The Ring
ND Kitchen’s Lissue Carreras
UGD Kitchen’s Lissue Carreras
GD Busby’s Tulak Rogue Trader at Wilbus
PGD Young’s Bellapais Kiman Hrhaluke at Shirobana
MLD Mullan & Dinnage’s Sanstas Mr Kool JW
LD Bunney’s Zareesh Acamar of Zadal
OD Oakley & Cocozza’s Ch Nanak Freecloud Giotto

MPB Odell’s Sukeshi Height Of Fashion
PB Latimer’s Saxonmill Electra from Zharook
VB Brooks’ Tulak Fatal Attraction for Zarzakos
JB Dinnage & Green’s Sochera’s The Enchantment at Sanchera
SYB Witham’s Cloudside Livin It Up
MB Latimer’s Saxonmill Electra from Zharook
NB Latimer’s Saxonmill Electra from Zharook
UGB Gaskin’s Evening Primrose from Karnak
GB Collyer-Todd & Collyer’s Nagazumi Dolcetto Kharisar JW
PGB Sharman’s Rhazmakh Simply Irresistible for Delria
MLB Busby’s Tulak Risky Business at Wilbus JW
LB Lancashire’s Drishaun ‘Icely Does It (AI)
OB Evans, Hillier & Waterman’s Wilbus Lovesong JW

DCC & Best In Show - Oakley & Cocozza’s Ch Nanak Freecloud Giotto
RDCC - Shaverna, Doudko & Rhodes’ Shadowfax Stepnoi Veter JW
BCC & Reserve Best In Show - Busby’s Tulak Risky Business at Wilbus JW
RBCC - Evans, Hillier & Waterman’s Wilbus Lovesong JW
Best Puppy in Show - Collett’s Saboush Raffyk at Mhasud
Reserve Best Puppy - Latimer’s Saxonmill Electra from Zharook
Best Veteran in Show - Woodward’s Ch Sashkan Incognito
Reserve Best Veteran - Brooks’ Tulak Fatal Attraction for Zarzakos

DCC & Best In Show - Ch Nanak Freecloud Giotto BCC & Reserve Best In Show - Tulak Risky Business at Wilbus JW
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MAHC Championship Show

Reserve Dog CC: Shadowfax Stepnoi Veter JW

Reserve Bitch CC: Wilbus Lovesong JW

Best Puppy In Show: Saboush Raffyk at Mhasud
Reserve Best Puppy In Show: Saxonmill Electra from Zharook

Best Veteran In Show: Ch Sashkan Incognito
Reserve Best Veteran In Show: Tulak Fatal Attraction for Zarzakos

Photographs by Lewis Baucutt
(Tel: 01673 857535)

Lynne Newton presents the Cynthia Pearce Memorial Trophy, won by Pat & Rob
Latimer’s Ch/Swe/Dk Ch Exxos Gameboy at Zharook JW (Imp)
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MAHC Championship Show

Lynne Newton presents the Ginger Lace Memorial Trophy, won by
Alan & Lesley Busby’s Tulak Risky Business at Wilbus JW

Val West receives the Layla Trophy from Liz O’Connor-Thomas, won by
Ch. Arushkhan Thuderstorm from Bellapais

Overseas News
USA

Midland Afghan Club rosettes were presented at the Afghan
Hound Club of New Jersey (USA) on the 30th April 2004.
BIS was Ch Arcana Acadamy Award (above), Best Bitch was
Ch Maya’s Teh-oo-seh of Simoon (below) and Best Puppy
was Pahlavi Pop Muzik (above right).

Thank You
On behalf of my family and myself I would like to thank
everyone for their cards and condolences at the time of our
sad loss. I am most grateful for all the support and kindness
shown during this difficult time and throughout Carmel’s
illness.
At the time of retiring from the Committee, both Carmel
and I were honoured to have received a beautiful June Leitch
model of Ch. Cloudside The Ringmaster in recognition of
our time and efforts for the Midland. Regrettably, Carmel
was to pass away only two days later, but she was thrilled that
her contribution to the breed had been appreciated.
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Although I am no longer actively involved in exhibiting, I
enjoy attending shows and have maintained my involvement
with the Midland by stewarding. I look forward to seeing
you all at the shows.
Pete Barnett (Kindjara)

Carmel Barnett by Margaret Fox

Carmel with Sheila Ashley (Tazkindi)

Barnett who we met very early on in our show career.
After knowing Carmel and Pete for a while they told us they
were hoping to have a litter by Moira and Brian Hitchcock’s
dog, Koolaba Caesar and would we like to see the pups when
they were born. This was the start of a special friendship,
which is still as strong to this day.
When the litter arrived Terry was out of work with the Miners
strike and we had no car on the road and very little money.
There was no way we could get to Carmel and Pete’s in Derby.
This wasn’t a problem for Carmel, ‘Pete will fetch you and take
you home again’, which he did several times.
We fell in love with a bitch puppy but knew there was no
way we could afford her. Once again this wasn’t a problem for
Carmel, ‘if you want her she is yours’. No payment, nothing,
her generosity held no bounds.
Carmel was always trying to do the best for her dogs. Always
striving to find the best food so they were in good condition
and always looking for the right shampoo and conditioner so
they looked as glamorous as possible for the ring.
In recent years Carmel and Pete had joined the Committee

of the MAHC, which initially she thoroughly enjoyed,
although it was hard work and time consuming as anybody on
a Committee will agree.
Carmel enjoyed the social side of dog shows as well as
exhibiting. She was always there with her smiling face and
loved having a good old chin wag with her many friends, here
and in Ireland.
Before Carmel’s illness took its toll she enjoyed showing her
dogs. After a while the job became Pete’s. The dog people will
remember the most is Ch. Cloudside The Ringmaster who

Pete and Carmel made up to Champion.
Although Carmel was methodical in some things, she
could also be impulsive. We all went for an afternoon out
to Nottingham Afghan Training Club’s annual barbeque.
Wendel Moore was there with three puppies from his latest
litter, which if I remember correctly, were about four to five
months old. Carmel spotted this dog puppy (The Ringmaster)
and wanted him, asked if he was for sale and bought him there
and then, which turned out to be a very expensive afternoon
for Pete, but well worthwhile.
Apart from her dogs, Carmel had a love of music, which we
all shared and have spent many evenings listening to our CD’s
and playing games at which she was extremely competitive
and woe betide you if you disagreed with her answer, you were
in for an argument.
Carmel was also a great cook and we have enjoyed some
delicious meals she prepared, which we have shared with her
and Pete.
Carmel had a great sense of humour and loved winding Terry
up. It was a standing joke (as Terry is not very domesticated)
that the only time he made a drink was when Carmel and Pete
visited. Carmel always asked him for a small cup of tea (due to
her fluid intake restrictions) and every time Terry made her a

Carmel with Kindjara Chantilly Lace

Carmel & Pete

1980, the year Terry and I bought our first Afghan which
opened up a whole new world to us. One which has given
us many friends, amongst these friends are Carmel and Pete

big mug and told her to drink half. Invariably this led to him
getting a telling off, but it was all taken in good part.
We all enjoyed many happy hours together on holidays in
Malta and Cyprus. The first time we went to Malta, on a night
out, we met a family from Scotland. Well you know what the
Scots are like for their Whisky. Carmel and I were only being
sociable, as you are and boy did we suffer for it the next day.
Carmel put it down to dodgy food, but Pete and Terry knew
different and they have never let us live it down.
The other love in Carmel’s life, apart from her dogs, were her
two daughters, Amanda and Cher and her two grandsons,
Dominic and Sam, of whom she was extremely proud.
Whenever she talked about what the kids had been doing
and what they had achieved at school, you could see her chest
visibly swell with pride.
Carmel was devoted to her family and I know will be missed
by them more than words can say.
During the last couple of years, as Carmel’s health deteriorated,
Pete was always by her side, nothing was too much trouble.
His love for her and the care and devotion he showed for her 17
is a tribute to the love they had for one and other.
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Afghans In The Sun
I am not quite sure when we actually decided to leave England
for Spain, but it was something that we had been planning to
do “one day”.
Pat and I had owned and regularly visited a small holiday
home near Torrevieja on the Costa Blanca since 1989. The
trips were always restricted to between seven and ten days,
due not only to work commitments, but primarily to our not
wanting to leave our Afghans for very long. Of course in those
days there was no pet passport and in any case the thought
of putting them through the stress of a long journey to Spain
for a short holiday was not even worth consideration. So they
regularly went to stay with Len and Norma, where they were
very well cared for and usually amongst the company of other
Afghans.
However, early in 2003
we became aware of the
fact that all we were doing
was passing the time
between our next visit to
Spain. From a financial
point of view the price
differences of property
in the UK and Spain
was still attractive, but
the gap in the values was
narrowing, so the time
was right. We decided
to go for it. Probably it
was a wet winter’s day
and Kramer had just got
soaked through again whilst out for a walk!
Now there was one of our main considerations. Kramer was
then ten years old and likely to be eleven by the time all the
arrangements had been completed. This called for a lot of soul
searching. Was he too old to be subjected to a move such as
this? The answer was probably yes, but he was also so fit and
well we believed that he would cope with the move and even
then have a really good time in his retirement in the sun. It
was a risk and it was one that we did not enjoy taking.
At that time Kramer was our only Afghan, but we were
planning to have one of his grandsons if they materialised.
Pauline was mating Ratheeli Tabassuhm and the litter was
due in March. Nino duly arrived with brothers and sister just
before the day of Crufts that year. We then knew that there
would be two to go and that grandson would have to wait until
he was old enough to have his necessary vaccinations. October
at the earliest, we thought and our vet agreed that this was
the best time. This meant that Kramer was older still by then,
but he would be travelling into the Mediterranean winter and
would have time to acclimatise for the warmer days ahead.
After a summer full of uncertainty, with house sale and house
purchase contracts, vaccinations, blood tests, and terminating
our employment contracts etc., we were all set for a departure
from the UK in mid November.
We had spent a fruitless week in April looking for a new home.
It was not that there was nothing suitable, but more of a case
that there was so little time to go around the various properties.
However in May we spotted a house in a village in the Costa

Calida, very close to La Manga and the Mar Menor in the
Murcia region. It was in a poor condition, but it was secure,
had 6’ walls, and plenty of space (nothing changes does it!).
The price was such that we could make some improvements
whilst we were living there. Our friends Robert and Sylvia
Nash were buying a house only two minutes away and my
sister was living only thirty minutes away, as were a number of
other friends we had made whilst travelling on our holidays
over the previous fifteen years. Ideal, or so we thought.
The autumn of that year seemed to fly past. A new puppy, plus
a veteran who still behaved and intended to be top dog were
just a part of the things that we had to deal with. Training Nino
was difficult as the Lye Training Club had closed a year earlier,
so the few Open Shows
we managed to attend
were his best option. It
was a great tribute to
Kramer, that at his last
show in the UK (the
Midland Club Show in
September) he was Best
in Show at eleven years
and four months! Nino
just fooled around, but
he had improved by his
last appearance before
leaving in November
and at the AHC of
Wales Show was Best
Puppy Dog.
One week later we took the house keys to our solicitors, and
went to stay with Pauline and Jill for a few days before we set
off for the Channel Tunnel and all that lay ahead.
We decided to drive the whole way as the various long distance
ferry options would have meant leaving Nino & Kramer either
in a ships kennel (unthinkable) or in the car (unthinkable
for the safety of the car!). Our route through central France,
avoiding Paris, was over a weekend and included frequent
stops so that the boys could get out and enjoy the odd walk.
This plus the coastal route down the Mediterranean through
Spain was going to take three days and would hopefully be an
enjoyable journey. However after a dry start on the Saturday
it rained through Sunday and most of Monday! So the breaks
were taken either when it let up or we found somewhere
reasonably suitable.
By Monday afternoon we had reached our Torrevieja
destination, where we were to stay for two days until the
removals van arrived with our furniture and belongings. It
was still raining! By Tuesday the rain had become a serious
downpour of solid water and roads were flooded. Welcome to
Spain! Fortunately the following day was relatively dry whilst
the removals van was being unloaded, but it started again
shortly afterwards.
The following weeks were spent getting straight, making
the property suitable for the two boys and getting ready for
Christmas when we were having visitors in the form of Pat’s
sister and her husband. Throughout all this time we were 19
indebted to the help and support we received from my sister
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and her husband, and also from Robert and Sylvia. At this
time they were living in a rented villa waiting for their own
house to be completed. Without their encouragement I think
we would have gone insane.
The New Year brought the new challenge of starting the house
renovations. Well, the procedure of getting builders to view,
quote and then start the work was one which took the best part
of four months. I think it‘s called the “Manana” syndrome! We
had thought that there was only a certain amount of work to
be done, but this turned out to be a bit of an under-estimate.
Also we were assured that if we wanted a swimming pool (an
idea originally for a year or two ahead) then we should do that
first as the major disruption digging it out would spoil most of
the work we were planning now.
One boundary wall of pine trees was also totally unsuitable
for Afghans, so that was a job for me and over the period of a
week or two I felled and cut up just over thirty trees. Plenty of
free firewood for the winter ahead.
So at the end of April the digger moved in, demolished a
wall, pulled down two trees and started digging a hole (that
is until it hit rock and
had to break through
a metre of solid stone).
From then on it was
builders creating one
pile of mess and rubble
after another. The house
walls were stripped
back to the bricks and
resurfaced, the back of
the garden was levelled,
concreted and paved
with tiles and all the
exterior walls were
reinstated and rendered.
Some days there were
four or five men on site
and then suddenly they
would all disappear for
a few days. Stay calm,
keep pestering the builder, but be friendly and polite. That was
the formula that seemed to keep things ticking over. Oh, and
don’t pay too much money in advance is another must.
By the end of July we were nearing completion and the
appearance of the house was beginning to match the picture
that we had in our minds at the beginning. All that remained
was to get an area of garden with some fruit trees and flowers
established and then paint the outer walls and gates (that was
a job for me – not finished yet!).
We had not really expected to be making any return trips to
England whilst all the work was in progress, but unfortunately
events demanded otherwise. Pat’s sister was diagnosed with
a serious illness and so in May, Pat returned for about three
weeks to help her during the difficult time after she came out
of hospital. Then in July their mother died after a lengthy time
in a care home. So we both returned this time to attend the
20 service and funeral.
During all the time that work was in progress the two boys

had been subject to some restrictions, but I had managed to
keep this to a tolerable level. When we arrived I found a pile
of large concrete blocks in the corner of the garden, about 200
in total. Well, I must have moved these at least eight or nine
times to ensure that there was a secure walled area somewhere
adjacent to the front or back door of the house. Depending on
where the builders were operating at the time.
To compensate for any restriction I began a routine of regularly
walking the boys around the village, one at a time usually, as
two can be difficult if they want to go in different directions.
Also we were able to walk along the sea front in Los Alcazares
(this is our home town and about one mile away). This was
great fun and Kramer, show-off that he is, particularly enjoyed
all the fuss and attention he received. I think the Spaniards did
not believe me when I insisted that the fluffy bundle of legs
and ears was related to him. These seaside walks continued
until about the end of May when it became too busy with
holidaymakers and also too hot (particularly for Kramer).
During the warmer months of June to September the two
boys have been encouraged to do only what they want in terms
of exercise. This seems to have worked well. Nino is a young
dog who appears only
marginally affected by
the heat. He sleeps more
during the afternoon
when the sun is hottest,
but then again so do
the Spaniards with
their “siestas”. Only
us Brits seem to stay
awake, so who are the
stupid ones? He also
will play in only short
bursts, keeps regularly
topped up with water
and enjoys lying down
outside in the shade.
Kramer, who by now is
twelve, prefers to stay
inside on the tiled floor,
or on the sofa, and watches more TV than Nino. He refuses a
walk if the sun is out, but enjoys an evening amble if it is not
too hot. By October these ambles were becoming more regular
and he now spends more time outside again. Up to now he
remains the only one of the two (dogs) who has taken a swim
in the pool. He just seemed to step in! My initial panic quickly
altered to a fascination at the wonderful sight of him elegantly
swimming around in the pool with his long coat trailing like
a cloak. He was not in the slightest bit frightened and in fact
was a bit put out when he was persuaded out of the water.
Fortunately a towel and the sun dried him off quite quickly.
All the work on the house, along with the routine administration
of amending car licences, residency registration and other
legal matters have so far put any thoughts of Dog Shows very
low down the list of priorities. However now that things are
beginning to get a little straighter at home we are beginning
to think about the odd Show or two.
The Show scene in Spain appears initially to be much like in
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the UK, other than there is no Open Show. From my limited
knowledge on the subject, the calendar consists of various
Championship Shows spread around the country. Some are
National Championship Shows, others provide International
status and are often over two days with different judges on
each day. The distances to travel are often quite prohibitive
and rarely will a dog from Cadiz or Malaga meet one from
Barcelona or Coruna. Strangely there are very few shows in or
around Madrid, which is central and therefore within a more
reasonable reach of all. Perhaps it is due to the temperature
extremes in Madrid? I don’t know the answer to this one. One
noticeable piece of common sense is that the show calendar is
virtually empty in the hot summer period when it is considered
unreasonable for the dogs to
travel or be exhibited.
Afghan Hounds in Spain
are almost a rare breed
by UK standards and it
does appear that some
Championship Shows may
not receive any entries at all,
others only a half a dozen
or so. There is one Breed
Club, which operates jointly
with the owners of Salukis,
but I do not know how
well supported their club
or annual Championship
Show is yet, as it is usually
held in December.
We have visited a couple of
Championship Shows near
to home as spectators. These were Murcia (five minutes away!)
and Alicante. Both were really well organised events in the
regions’ Exhibition Halls and closely resembled a visit to a
smaller version of the NEC at Birmingham. (The only real
difference was the weather!). Oh and there was a difference
at the Murcia show that will make some of you jealous!
One of the main sponsors of the show was the local brewer,
Estrella Levante. On the day I visited there was free beer for
all!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
So far we have entered and taken part in only one Show. In
February we travelled some four hours to the other ‘local’
Show at Granada. It was a two day show, so we booked a
hotel and against my better judgement I entered both dogs so
that we could take them with us. Really we were going to see
how Nino would behave. He was ten months of age at that
time and is no longer considered a puppy here, but was then a
“Joven” ( Junior 9-15 months).
When we arrived we found that the entry for the breed on
the Saturday (the National or CAC Show) was four and on
the Sunday (International or CACIB Show) was seven. We
then found that as a Junior Nino was unable to challenge for
these awards and as I had entered Kramer as a veteran then he
too was ineligible to challenge. One judge on seeing Kramer
pleaded with me to alter Kramer’s entry to the Champions
class and assured me that he would do really well as he (this
judge) was also judging the Group. As Kramer was nearly

twelve I did not see any point in this and continued as the
breed’s Veteran representative, eventually to win Best Veteran
in Show. I promised him there and then that he was now
retired! Nino was not well behaved, but did manage to get an
“excellent” from the judges of both days. I’m not sure I would
have been as generous because he was very naughty!
As winter now approaches (the temperatures have now
dropped below 30C) we are looking at getting him to three
of the shows that remain this year, and that are within a
reasonable distance. First though, a little bit of practice on the
village football pitch is called for.
Our good friend Pauline is coming out in a few days. It will be
her second visit and
I think she is really
just checking to see
that her two boys
are being well cared
for in this foreign
land!
Also we are now
looking
forward
to
our
second
Christmas
here.
Where does the
time go?
The last year has
been eventful and
not one I would care
to repeat, but when
we ask ourselves if
it has been worth
it, then the answer must be an emphatic YES. It is now mid
November and it rained last week for several hours. This was
the first serious rain we had seen since the beginning of May.
The weather is wonderful. The food is varied and interesting
and inexpensive if you eat out. Drink is so cheap you have to
be careful! Petrol has gone up in price quite a lot this year, but
is still only about 63 pence per litre. Finally we get to spend all
day with the dogs and this we really enjoy.
Kramer has not only survived the trauma of his first move
since he was a puppy, but he has got a new routine and appears
to be thoroughly enjoying himself. He is now twelve and a
half years old, but often acts as if he were two. He inspects all
visitors and if they have not brought him anything then he
disappears back to his bed or outside to that spot in the shade.
Nino just watches and learns! Then he goes and eats one of the
plants that Pat is trying to grow.
So if anybody who knows us is in this part of Spain and you
feel short of a shot of Afghan company, do come and see us.
You will be most welcome. You can even take a dog for a walk,
as they know their way to the village bar (more importantly
they also know the way back!).
Tony Cleak (November 2004)
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A Snow Leopard’s Tale
Ali Khan was sitting on
a rocky outcrop reading
his dog paper. It was a
beautiful, clear day and a
young gazelle was grazing
just below where Ali Khan
lay.
“Mmmm” thought Ali
Khan, “that looks as it
if could be lunch. I’ll
just finish reading the
show results; I’m not that
hungry at the moment.”
Suddenly, in the distance,
Ali Khan heard the
baying of the local Afghan
Hound pack. The gazelle
also heard the sound but,
strangely, carried on grazing. Ali Khan laughed to himself.
“This little fellow is more intelligent than he looks, he might
take some catching.”
The Afghan pack could be seen in the far distance, running
across the plain towards the rocky outcrop. “They are always
hungry” Ali Khan chuckled to himself, “but I think this will
have to resort to scraps again.”
As the Afghan pack came a little closer, Ali Khan got out his
binoculars and had a look.
“Yes, there is Peter, in the lead as usual …. wait for it. Oh
dear, hard luck Peter” Ali Khan called. “I always told you those
pasterns were no good. You need springy gait for a sustained
chase. I hear you won the CC last week. Who on earth was
judging?”
Not far behind Peter came Carmen. “Hi Carmen” shouted Ali
Khan. “Two strides to Peter’s one I see. Those shoulders really
are appalling. Your movement is so ugly. Are you crossed
with a terrier? No, I take that back. That’s not fair to terriers!
What was that Carmen? You’ve nearly got the breed record?
Good God!!”
As Peter and Carmen realised that they were never going to
reach the gazelle, they turned for home, almost bumping into
Fanny as they did so. “Hi Fanny” called Ali Khan. “I see
that your muscle tone hasn’t improved. It must be difficult
exercising properly with those straight stifles and that short
back. What was that, your owner has bought you a treadmill
… and you were BOB last week? What is your breed coming
to?”
Fanny turned for home and tried to catch up with Peter and
Carmen.
In the distance, bringing up the rear as usual came Bobby.
“Bobby, Bobby, Bobby” sighed Ali Khan. “I despair of you,
I really do. You have put on so much weight since last week;
your top line is shot to bits. For goodness sake go home and
stop embarrassing yourself. You what? I can guess who was
judging there! Who’s your friend, by the way?”
Prancing across the plain came the flashiest Afghan Ali
Khan had ever seen. “How do you do, Ali Khan. My name’s
Mona and everyone says that I will take the show ring by
storm because I’m so beautiful. I’ve only just arrived, and I’ve
come to have a look at the local scenery. Don’t you think I’m
beautiful, Ali Khan?”

“Yes I do” said Ali Khan. For a Flash and Dash you are
absolutely stunning. Unfortunately I assume you are supposed
to be an Afghan. If that’s the case then I have to say that you
are one of the most awful creatures I have ever seen. Stand
still while I have a look and see if you are any relation to the
standard at all. I have already seen that your movement is
totally wrong and I suspect that your conformation will be all
wrong too.”
“Don’t be so horrible” said Mona. “They are already saying
that I will get the Ticket at Crufts, so I don’t care what you
think.”
“Well” said Ali Khan, “if you are the future of the breed then
all the gazelles and Snow Leopards in the world will be totally
safe I think.”
Just as Ali Khan was going back to his dog paper, he happened
to glance up across the plain in time to see the most wonderful
sight. Flying towards him was the most stunning Afghan he
had ever seen. “Good grief,” said Ali Khan, “I may actually
have to think about running for my life. Hey, gazelle, we have
a problem.”
Before Ali Khan could take another breath, the beautiful
Afghan had the young gazelle by the throat.
“Hey, you down there, beautiful Afghan, what is your name,”
called Ali Khan.
“Oh, hello, I didn’t see you up there. My name’s Pet.”
“That’s a strange name” said Ali Khan. “Don’t you have a
kennel name?”
“No, I don’t think so,” answered Pet. “I’ve never been called
anything other than Pet.”
“What do they call you when you are in the show ring?” said
Ali Khan.
“The show ring?” said Pet, “What’s a show ring?”
“Oh, come on, you’re having a laugh,” said Ali Khan. “You
are the most fabulous Afghan I have ever seen. The standard
may have been written for you. You are breathtaking and
movement like yours hasn’t been seen in the ring for years.”
“I’m sorry;” said Pet, “but I don’t have a clue what you are
talking about. All I know is, when I was a puppy, I always got
put in another room when people came to see my brothers and
sisters. Then, a lovely woman came one day and picked me up
and said I was beautiful and she wanted me. I went home with
her, and I have a fabulous life. I run on the beach a lot and
play with my owner, and go for long walks through woods, and
spend my evenings on a comfortable sofa watching television
with my owner.”
“I had a feeling that the Afghan world was losing it,” said Ali
Khan, “but if an Afghan as perfect as you has been pet homed,
then there isn’t much future for the breed. Anyway, I’ll leave
you to your meal. It has been a real privilege meeting you.”
“Thank you,” said Pet, “you are very kind.”
“You’re welcome,” said Ali Khan.
Just as Ali Khan was about to pick up his dog paper again, he
noticed that Pet had raised his eyes to heaven to thank Allah
for his meal.
“Ah” called Ali Khan, “now I understand.”
“What was that?” said Pet. “You have a white third eyelid” 23
sighed Ali Khan as he turned to the Breed Notes.

MAHC Open Show
TOMLINSONS KENNELS & TRAINING CENTRE, MARKFIELD, LEICESTERSHIRE
SUNDAY 7 SEPTEMBER 2003
JUDGES: DOGS - MRS SUE KEMP (SUZAPH): : BITCHES - MRS CLAIRE ROBINSON (ALOUANN)
VD Cleak’s Ch Ratheeli Hajur
MPD Coates-Waite’s Khamis Va Va Voom at Kulute
PD Evans’ Sukeshi Special Cargo for Amshura
JD Bettridges’s Saxonmill Mungo Jerric
MD Coates-Waite’s Khamis Va Va Voom at Kulute
ND Coates-Waite’s Khamis Va Va Voom at Kulute
SYD Bettridges’s Saxonmill Mungo Jerric
UGD Bettridges’s Saxonmill Mungo Jerric
GD McKendry’s Gardwright Onya Whitetye
PGD Aspinall’s Tulak The Fugitive
LD Kidd’s Aramaic Orson Wells
OD Noble & Lancashire’s Bichoux Eternal Magic at Drishaun

VB Small’s Zamora Beauty
MPB Fillis-Moon & Moon’s Gardwright Holly Wood at Maringo
PB Noble & Wilcox’s Bichoux Only Me
JB Ellis’ Renza Paint The Town Red among Mogell’s
MB Absent
NB Cullen’s Azymuth Witch Poison Potion with Eweyisska
SYB Dinnage & Green’s Sochera’s The Enchantment at Sanchera
JW
UGB Cullen’s Azymuth Witch Poison Potion with Eweyisska
GB Downes’ Zorba’s Black Velvet
PGB Roberts, Moon & Roper’s Maringo I Aint No Lady at
Khaleili
LB No entries
OB Fisher’s Gengala Dot Com at Ifmaraf (Imp)

Best in Show - Cleak’s Ch Ratheeli Hajur
Reserve Best in Show - Roberts, Moon & Roper’s Maringo I Aint No Lady at Khaleili
Best Opposite Sex in Show - Roberts, Moon & Roper’s Maringo I Aint No Lady at Khaleili
Best Puppy in Show - Fillis-Moon & Moon’s Gardwright Holly Wood at Maringo
Best Opposite Sex Puppy- Evans’ Sukeshi Special Cargo for Amshura
Best Veteran in Show - Cleak’s Ch. Ratheeli Hajur
Photographs by John Bloor

Best In Show: Ch Ratheeli Hajur Reserve Best In Show: Maringo I Aint No Lady at Khaleili
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MAHC Open Show
Dogs
VD 1 Ch Ratheeli Hajur. Great favourite of mine, belying his 11 years.
Still showing the youngsters how. Shaded mask grizzle/gold, lovely head,
super colour eye and shape, good prominent occipital bone, totally balanced
all through. Good length of neck, great depth of chest, good spring of rib,
compact loin, good sweep from hip to hock and correct set ringtail. Moving
well. BIS. 2 Gold Oscar of Kazaba. 3 Lissue Manhattan MPD 1 Khamis
Va Va Voom at Kalute. Well-grown black masked gold. Big boy, balanced
head, lovely crop of monkey whiskers, good bite, good length of neck, good
lay of shoulders and return of upper arm, big feet. Ring could be tighter on
tail. Moved well. 2 Ratheeli Najib. Very much a baby and today giving too
much away, none the less, promising. Good head, dark eye, lovely shoulder
and return. Adequate depth of brisket for age, ring tail and moved well.
PD 1 Sukeshi Special Cargo for Amshura. Black masked gold, nice overall

Reserve Best Dog: Gardwright Onya Whitetye
Reserve Best Bitch: Sochera’s The Enchantment at Sanchera JW

Reserve Best Puppy In Show: Sukeshi Special Cargo for Amshura

Best Puppy In Show: Gardwright Holly Wood at Maringo

shape to this young man. Masculine head, dark eye, good length of neck,
good depth of chest and spring to rib. Nice big feet. Correct set ringtail.
Good spring to movement. JD 1 Saxonmill Mungo Jerric. Black and silver.
Balanced head, good length of neck, balanced all through. Flashy mover. MD
1 Khamis Va Va Voom at Kalute ND 1 Khamis Va Va Voom at Kalute YD
1 Saxonmill Mungo Jerric UGD 1 Saxonmill Mungo Jerric GD Good
class. 1 Gardwright Onya Whiteye. Lovely gold dog. Liked him very much,
super head and eye. Good length of neck, good shoulder and return, compact
loin, lovely big feet and ring tail. Inclined to be lazy but when he does go
he shows lovely. Lovely springy movement and drive. RBD. 2 Maringo No
More Mr Nice Guy 3 Jodak Top Hat and Tails PGD 1 Tulak The Fugitive.
Black masked gold. Masculine head, dark eye and good length of neck. Good
shoulder, good depth of chest, compact loin, ringtail and great drive on the
move. 2 Severndene Seramis 3 Kabella Orlando OD 1 Bichoux Eternal
Magic at Drishaun. Shaded red. Super head and eye. Lovely type. Good
spring of rib, compact loin and correct fallaway. Moved well. 2 Ghanistan
Gazebo. My notes say, ‘if only’. Black masked gold. So well made and lovely to
go over, masculine head with no hint of coarseness. Dark eye, lovely shoulder,
good return, excels in depth of chest, lovely big feet. Correct fallaway, ringtail,
screams Afghan. Unfortunately doesn’t like the show ring. Loved him. 3
Bondor Back With A Vengeance. Judge: Sue Kemp

Reserve Best Veteran: Zamora Beauty

Junior Handling
Judge: Lynne Newton
Class 6 - 11 Years
1. Jessica Cullen
Class 12 - 16 Years
1. Rachel Cullen
Best Junior Handler: Jessica Cullen
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KAJAKI
KAJAKI FLASH BACK
‘JOSH’
Celebrating Life –13 ½ Years Young

Photo Jan 2005

Remembers his Brother & Sister

CH. KAJAKI JUMPING JACK FLASH & KAJAKI FLASH HANNAH 1CC BIS
Remembered always and forever in our hearts
Also at home the rest of the family
KARIANCA THE WONDER OF YOU AT KAJAKI (‘POPPY’) & KARIANCA DAKTARI AT MONTRAVIA (‘DALLAS’)
CH KAJAKI JUMPING JACK FLASH ex SASHKAN MISS SIAGON AT KARIANCA
&

MONTRAVIA MOON MAGIC (‘BASIL’)

KARIANCA DAKTARI AT MONTRAVIA ex SAMANTHA CAAN CONTOUR AT MONTRAVIA

All Loved and Adored by
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SUE & TERRY CRONK

An interview with Sheila Gilleney
of the world renowned Carloway Afghan Hounds

Lynda Race conducted this interview with Sheila at Sheila’s home
in Malta on her 84th birthday.
Sheila bred and exhibited Afghan Hounds under her Carloway
Affix from 1946 until she married BBC TV Director, Michael
Gilleney, and decided
to retire from active
participation in the
breed. Her careful line
breeding established a
type that was, and still
is, known the world
over. She no longer
has Afghan Hounds,
although still remains
devoted to the breed.
She loves to talk
about Afghans and is
always pleased to see
or hear from anyone
associated with the
breed. These days her
constant companion is an adorable smooth-haired Dachshund
called Lexi, who never leaves her side.
LR. When did you first become interested in Afghan
Hounds? What attracted you to them? Have you had
involvement with any other breeds?

LR. What was the greatest number of Afghans you owned
at any one time? Did you mix dogs and bitches? How did
they get along together?
SG. When I retired I had around 45 at home, including
pups and oldies. They all mixed well and exercised together,
although care had to be taken in sleeping the adults. Dogs
and bitches were usually kept in pairs.
LR. When did you first become involved with the show
scene? Was it easy for a new exhibitor to be accepted at that
time?
SG. I showed Lakelands before the War in 1938/39, and even
before Koshti won Best Bitch in Show I had made up my
mind to specialise in Afghans. This spectacular start was just
an added incentive. Other exhibitors were very nice to me, but
I was a very willing novice and asked a lot of questions of the
big breeders of the day.
LR. Who do you remember as the biggest ‘characters’
of the 40’s, 50’s and 60’s?, and do you have any favourite
reminiscences about them?
SG. I could go on forever! Bill Siggers was the best, Joe
Bradden was good fun, as were Molly Sharpe and Peggy Riley.
Also Bert Southgate, who handled Ch Ravelly Patrols Ali Bey

SG. I became interested in the breed around 1945 when I
saw a picture of a couple of very nice ones and thought they
were gorgeous. My mother had already founded the Carloway
kennel (on my behalf ) in 1939, with Lakeland Terriers. Other
breeds that I have had involvement with are Poodles, Cockers,
Labradors, Retrievers, Great Danes and Long-haired
Dachshunds. I also owned a very busy boarding kennels.
LR. When and from whom did you acquire your first
Afghan?
SG. I acquired my first Afghan in 1946, a bitch called Koshti
of Westover. She was bred by Marjorie Matthews (Westover)
and sired by Turkuman Dammar Pine Tree out of a pure
Bell Murray bitch, she was a beautiful example of the Bell
Murray type. It was more luck than judgement that she won
Best Bitch (all breeds) at
her first show – after that,
I was smitten. In 1947 I
managed to persuade Dr.
Byron Unkauf to let me
have Jalalabad Barwala,
who became the foundation
of the Carloway line and
from whom all ‘Carloway
bred’ hounds descend. Not
only was he of superb ‘type’
(as was his sire Kohistan
Shahudin and grandsire
Jalalabad Barwala Ch Vendas Tash Down),
both of whom I had seen on numerous occasions. This gave
me an excellent standard to breed to and I have always kept
their image in my mind.

L-R Bletchingley Barzala of C., Ch C. Sharmain of Virendale & Zog of C.

– the first Afghan to be put down really well. Everyone was
really sweet to me and I remember sitting with May Rhodes
in her Rolls Royce, drinking gin! They were fun times.
LR. Which dog was your biggest influence in the breed?
SG. Int. Ch. Vendas Tash Down was my biggest influence.
He was owned by Mrs. O’Toole and came over from Ireland
to win Best of Breed at the first post war Crufts, at 8 years of
age. He was my ideal of what a good Afghan should be, the
best mover I have ever seen and I have always had him in my
mind’s eye.
LR. How many litters did you breed and what success did
they have? Are your breeding lines behind any of the current
winners of today?
SG. I did breed more than most people – maybe 3 litters a year.
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An interview with Sheila Gilleney
of the world renowned Carloway Afghan Hounds
I aimed to bring out a new dog every year and always tried to
bring out a new puppy at Crufts. If you go back far enough
you will find that my stock is behind all the English bred dogs
winning today. My first champion was Carloway Sharmain
of Virendale in 1952, followed by 21 other champions that
bore the Carloway Affix. This does not include overseas.

risk of being lost?
SG. I could write a book! The all so important head,
expression, general movement, style of high order – gliding,
rather than the fast strutting movement that we see today.
We risk losing the superior, very exotic heads with elegance,
moulding and beautiful eyes. Also, the general conformation,
low set tail and slope away. Otherwise we have just another
dog with a wagging tail, showing and moving like a terrier.
Unfortunately, I feel the US influence is dangerously close to
ruining the breed.
LR. What were the predominant colours in the 50’s and
60’s? How easy was it to campaign the different colours?

Sheila out with her hounds

LR. What are your views on training and examination of
judges? Do you think this has benefited the breed since its
introduction?
SG. In my day if you bred good dogs you were invited to judge.
There was no training and examining of judges, although I do
think it is a good thing. People can breed nice stock but are
poor judges and will never have an eye for a good dog. I can
recall people who bred very good dogs, but were absolutely
hopeless judges. Whether it has benefited the breed? I have to
say that some of the recent judging I have seen was awful. This
is why some dreadful untypical dogs are winning.
LR. How many times have you awarded CC’s? Tell me
about your judging experience?
SG. I have judged all over the world and cannot remember
how many times in the UK. I do know that I awarded CC’s
every year and judged Crufts twice – the last time was in 1976.
I didn’t judge for a while after giving up.
LR. What changes did you see in the breed during the 50’s,
60’s and 70’s? Do you think the breed improved over time
and in which aspects?
SG. When I retired in 1964, Carloway was at the top and
Waliwog, although still only a youngster was top dog. Marna
Dods, Anna Paton, Bondor, Father Ford and Anne Andrews
had the best stock. Moonswift had most of my bitches and so
continued where I left off.
LR. Did you have any regrets when you packed up?
SG. One of my biggest regrets was sending Waliwog to
Australia. It broke his spirit. He was beautifully bred,
beautifully made and he had a lovely temperament. I
remember Dennis McCarthy writing in his breed notes that it
was a pity that the English breeders couldn’t club together and
keep Waliwog in the UK in order to benefit the breed.
28 LR. What do you think are the most important breed characteristics of the Afghan Hound and which are of the most

SG. There were no blues in my day, although there were earlier.
Sirdar of Ghazni was a dark masked red-gold which was the
predominant colour and my favourite. There were quite a lot
of black/tans, but not many solid blacks. Colour was never
important in the show ring – all colours were acceptable,
though some are more striking than others. I personally
dislike self-masked creams that lack pigmentation, i.e. pink
eye rims and noses.
LR. What were the temperaments like? How easy was it to
live with them?
SG. Temperaments, by and large, depended upon the breeding
and the way that they were reared – very similar to children.
I had a few that were shy (not nervous), but I lived in the
country and they were not used to seeing masses of people.
Some of mine would ‘have a go’ if approached by strangers, but
I would never have kept a dog if it had gone for me. Wazir
was the only dog that ever pushed his luck, but he was of
entirely different breeding and temperament. I only had him
from an adult.
LR. If you could select one dog and one bitch that in your
view were most typical of the breed standard, which would
you choose and
why?
SG. My favourite
dog was Ch.
Vendas
Tash
Down and my
favourite bitch,
Ch. Muphytt of
Carloway. Both
had
exquisite
breed type and
were of beautiful
Ch. Muphytt of Carloway
construction. Muphytt loved showing and her movement was
faultless. There are many others and hopefully still are?
LR. Which do you feel have been the most influential
Afghans and why?
SG. Certainly in the Carloway kennel it was Barwala –
everything that I bred goes back to him. It was unfortunate
that he was unable to be shown due to a slipped disc. Another
influential dog of the day was Ch. Horningsea Khanabad
Suveraj – whilst he didn’t have a lot of ‘oomph’, he was very

An interview with Sheila Gilleney
of the world renowned Carloway Afghan Hounds

difficult to fault. The Bondors were typical and consistent.
LR. Have you been able to attend any shows? If so, what are
your views on the current show scene?
SG. At the last show I attended in the UK (2000), I thought
that the judging was
very bad. The dogs that
won, by and large, were
not my cup of tea and
certainly not correct
Afghans.

Ch Yussef of Carloway

LR.
The breed
is currently in a
transitional phase, with
a number of imported
dogs
and
bitches
making their impact on
the show scene. What
advice can you offer
to anyone who might
consider incorporating
such lines into their
breeding programme?

my day there was only one Cocker Spaniel, now there are two
totally different types.
In 1921 Afghans came straight to England from Afghanistan.
They were completely natural and undomesticated. The type
depended on where they came from i.e. desert or mountain.
As a breed they were wonderful mothers, terribly faithful to
their owner but when you let them go they b….. well didn’t
come back. The original standard was based on a combination
of the two types.
To me, there is only one Afghan – some of the winning dogs
today do not conform to type, in most cases they are imports. I
desperately hope that the sincere and knowledgeable breeders
will continue breeding along British lines and that future
judges will learn more about the original standard and type.

SG. In my day, English Afghans were the best. I doubt that
there are any foreign Afghans nowadays that go back purely to
Ch. Sirdar of Ghazni – as all mine did. The Ghazni’s and the
Bell Murray’s were two totally different types and the Breed
Standard was written as a combination of the two. The Breed
Standard took the best points from each. When I outcrossed
some of my Carloway bitches to the American Ch. Wazir of
Desertaire, the plan was to do it only once and then go back
into the Carloway lines – this worked!
LR. What are your feelings towards the modern fashion of
‘tidying’ the coat?
SG. No, it’s an absolute anathema – this should never, ever
be allowed – stupid
question! Trimming was
not acceptable in my day
under any circumstances.
If anyone over-handled
or trimmed their dog they
would be penalised – it’s in
the Standard. I trimmed
or tidied if necessary,
never clipped and it was
never noticeable.
LR. What are your hopes
for the future of the
Afghan Hound?
SG. Bleak! I would love
Typical Carloway pups
them to go back to how they were – people
need to make up their mind about what is the correct Afghan,
the English Standard is based upon original Afghans. If they
want to breed to the American Standard then they should be
called American Afghans and the others should be English.
They are two different standards. It’s like Cocker Spaniels – in

Sheila & Lynda in 2000 with her newly commissioned statue ‘Tazi’

Tip of the Day

If your Afghan gets a bit ‘whiffy’ in between
baths, try these tips to freshen up your home.
They actually work: Wipe cold radiators with a cloth soaked
in fabric conditioner, or spray furniture
polish or air freshener in between double
radiators.
Or spray your favourite perfume onto a
cold light bulb.
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DRISHAUN AFGHAN HOUNDS

Photo Masha

CH DRISHAUN D’LUCILLE ShCM
(Ch Drishaun That’ll Do ‘Icely JW x Ch Drishaun D’Licious)

Dwaynetta gained her title at LKA 2004 where she did the “double”
with her father under Mrs Barbara Henry.
Her first CC was won at Windsor 2004 under Sarah Hattrell-Brown where
she did the “double” with her father, and her second CC was won at the
WAHC 2004 under Christian Gardiner. Our grateful thanks to these judges
who appreciated her correct type, conformation and movement.
Dwaynetta is our 14th Champion

Avril & Mike Lancashire
Phone/Fax +44(0)1405 812660
Email avril@drishaun.co.uk
www.drishaun.co.uk
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Puppy / stud enquiries welcome

MAHC Open Show
THE SPORTS CONNEXION, LEAMINGTON ROAD, RYTON ON DUNSMORE, COVENTRY.
SUNDAY 13 MARCH 2004
JUDGES: DOGS - MRS CLAIRE HINDLEY (BIRKHALL): : BITCHES - MR GRAHAM BENNETT (CURIG)

VD No entries
MPD Gill & Marshall’s Miamarna Motivator
PD Bloor & Greenfield’s Neliapilan Phelezzi Poppamies at
Pashtari (Imp)
JD Evans’ Sukeshi Special Cargo for Amshura
MD Bloor & Greenfield’s Neliapilan Phelezzi Poppamies at
Pashtari (Imp)
ND Bloor & Greenfield’s Neliapilan Phelezzi Poppamies at
Pashtari (Imp)
SYD Hall’s Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio
UGD Evans’ Sukeshi Special Cargo for Amshura
GD Fillis-Moon & Moon’s Maringo No More Mr Nice Guy JW
PGD Aspinall’s Tulak The Fugitive
LD Twentyman’s Bondor Back With A Vengeance
OD Shaverna, Doudko & Rhodes’ Shadowfax Stepnoi Veter JW

VB Muller’s Ghanistan Caleche
MPB Harding’s Miamarna Mandolin
PB Floyd’s Miamarna Thru The Baracades
JB Fillis-Moon & Moon’s Gardwright Holly Wood at Maringo
MB No entries
NB No entries
SYB Lancashire’s Renza Blonde In Red Silk by Drishaun
UGB Ellis’ Renza Paint The Town Red among Mogell’s
GB Fillis-Moon & Moon’s Maringo Stop Her On Sight JW
PGB Lancashire’s Drishaun D’Lucille ShCM
LB Meakes & Morris’ Arushkhan Shes The Bees-N-Ees at
Cadmore JW
OB Evans, Hillier & Waterman’s Wilbus Lovesong JW

Best in Show - Hall’s Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio
Reserve Best in Show - Lancashire’s Drishaun D’Lucille ShCM
Best Opposite Sex in Show - Lancashire’s Drishaun D’Lucille ShCM
Reserve Best Dog - Bettridge & Stenhouse’s Saxonmill Mungo Jerric JW
Reserve Best Bitch - Fillis-Moon & Moon’s Gardwright Holly Wood at Maringo
Best Puppy in Show - Bloor & Greenfield’s Neliapilan Phelezzi Poppamies at Pashtari (Imp)
Best Opposite Sex Puppy- Harding’s Miamarna Mandolin
Best Veteran in Show - Muller’s Ghanistan Caleche

Best In Show: Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio Reserve Best In Show: Drishaun D’Lucille ShCM
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Neliapilan Phelezzi Poppamies at Pashtari (Imp)
JW RCC

El Khyrias Almost Unreal at
Saqlawi
Ch Phelezzi
Prometheus
Ch Saqlawi Standing
Ovation

Fin S Ch Scaramis Solid
Gold
Int Fin N Ch Neliapilan
Yksinäinen Suzi

Int Ch El Khyrias Zcoop Of
The Year
Int Ch El Khyrias Rag A
Muffin
El Khyrias Veni-Vidi-Vici
Izmar Tragband Finnishing
Touch
Am Ch Genesis Navajo Red
Int Ch Scaramis Carole
Boxadan As You Like

Int Ch Neliapilan Satumaa

Int Ch Boxadan Xercise Makes
Master
Ch El Khyrias Private Collection
Ch El Mehzades Zhariaty
Ch El Khyrias Lovin Spoonful
Int Ch Oriental’s Guess Who
Ch El Khyrias Private Collection
Int Ch Choice Be A Pepper
Ch Mandrill’s Myltha Izmar Tragband
Am Can Ch Genesis Red Cloud
Jenfield’s Genesis
Int Ch Oriental’s Super-Trouper
Ch Scaramis Fantasia
Int Ch Boxadan Xercise Makes
Master
Boxadan Ups A Daisy
Ch Chapeau-Claque Forbidden

Int Ch Neliapilan Onnenapila Lover

Int Ch Neliapilan Merenneito
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‘Paris’ is proudly owned by John, Michelle & Amelia Bloor
and Diana & Alex Greenfield

MAHC Open Show

Best Puppy In Show: Neliapilan Phelezzi Poppamies at Pashtari (Imp)
Reserve Best Puppy In Show: Miamarna Mandolin

Best Veteran In Show: Ghanistan Caleche

Reserve Best Dog: Saxonmill Mungo Jerric JW

Photographs by John Bloor

Reserve Best Bitch: Gardwright Holly Wood at Maringo
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AZYMUTH WHICH WITCH IS
WHICH

INDIRA MYTHICAL KING

parents

ZENSU ZULU DAWN

Uk Ch KARNAK SASSAFRAS

BIRKHALL IPONEMA OF
INDIRA

Uk Ch SELIM BEY OF
LOKHANDAR

g. parents

Dk Ch BOXADAN JUNIOR
JUMPER

ZOG SHIRAZ OF MIRZABAD

Uk Ch KARNAK BLAZING STAR

KARNAK FERN

Uk Ch KARNAK BLAZING STAR

Int Dk Ch EL KHYRIAS
EHDOARDOH
Dk Ch BOXADAN SWEET LAZY
QUEEN

BOOKWOOD JAZAR MOONJADE

SEVERNDENE RED ROOSTER

Fin Ch MANDRILL’S MYLTHA
IZMAR TRAGBAND

Int Ch CHOICE BE A PEPPER

AMUDARYA SHAFFIRE

AMSHURA THE TZARVITCH

ROCHANDER MORNING GLORY
OF LOKHANDAR

Uk Ch KARNAK MULBERRY

g. g. g. parents

Multi World & Ger Ch SASHKAN
LILO LIL
Uk Ch SHECHEM SANTINELLA

Ir Ch MIRZABAD HENRY

KARNAK ROSEMARY

Dk Ch BOXADAN JUNIOR
JUMPER

JAZAR FLIRTI GERTIE OF
BIRKHALL

Uk Ch IZMAR TRAGBAND
FINNEGAN

AMUDARYA SHAPHIRA

Uk Ch LOKHANDAR
BARBERRY

g. g. parents

Azymuth Witch Wizards Wand

Azymuth

Noah aged 18 months

A litter is planned from Noah’s sister 2005/2006 to Phelezzi Perseus

Nicola Mulvale 01543 371745
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The Only Afghan In Iceland
My interest in Afghans started when I was a teenager in
the South of England, learning English. There I met my
first Afghan Hound walking in the street with his owner.
This beautiful dog made a tremendous impression on me. I
was fascinated by their attitude and independence. I started
to read about their nature and collected many pictures. This
was around 1975 and it was not a good time to import a dog
to Iceland. All dogs had to be in quarantine for 6 months
and my parents were not dog people at this time. I was still
determined to have an Afghan of my own, but had to wait
for a long time. I carried on reading about them and watched
them at shows abroad. Most people told me to forget about
this dream, saying that Afghans had very low intelligence and
were very cruel dogs. They didn’t convince me because I was
certain and it was just a question of when.

My dream came true
in 2002 and there was
a UK connection again.
My daughter worked as
a kennel girl in the UK

ISCH Summerstorm’s Bad To The Bone

that summer. She worked for a Standard Poodle and Afghan
breeder. Her job was to groom the dogs and one of them was a
very special Afghan bitch. My daughter was fascinated just like
me and after this I let the dream come true. I started to look
for a breeder and at last found one in Sweden, Summerstorm’s
Afghans. It was necessary to find a breeder who could help
me with everything about grooming an Afghan. Nobody in
Iceland knew anything about grooming them or what they
should look like. People had seen an Afghan in TV advertising,
36 that’s all.
I call my dog Ómar (ISCH Summerstorm’s Bad To The Bone)

because he is the first Afghan in Iceland and the meaning of
the name is the first son. Ómar had to stay in quarantine for
six weeks. It was a long time to wait (quarantine has been
reduced to 4 weeks now).

It is a hard job to own a show Afghan in Iceland. The foremost
is the weather because it rains a lot and the coat is dripping
wet almost 5 days a week. The latter is that we have only three
dog shows a year, 2 International and one Champion show.
But he needs his weekly bath to stay in good condition for
these three shows.
The Icelandic Kennel Club was founded in September 1969
and the first show was held in 1973.The judge was Jean Lanning
from England and she had to apply for dispensation to judge
because it was not an internationally recognised show. In all
there were 60 dogs entered, the most represented breed being
the Icelandic Sheepdog with 23 dogs. In 1979 the Icelandic
Kennel Club became an Associate Member of the FCI. The
same year they were also invited to join the NKU (Nordic
Kennel Union). The Icelandic Sheepdog Breed Club was the
first breed club to be founded within the Icelandic Kennel

Club and they were soon to be joined by others. The Icelandic
Kennel Club became increasingly busy with the founding of
the breed clubs. There is a lot of interest in shows and today we
have around 350-430 entered dogs at each show.
The results from Ómar’s shows before he gained his title were
as follows: -

October 2002: Puppy class - BOB puppy under judge Diane
Anderson, USA.
March 2003: Junior class, 9-15 months - CAC, BOB and
Group 1 under judge Mr Terry Thorn, UK (he was too young
to get the CACIB).

The Only Afghan In Iceland
June 2003: Youngster class, 15-24 months - CAC, BOB and
Group 2 under judge Mr Frank Kane, UK.

October 2003: Youngster class - CAC, BOB and Group 2
under judge Mrs Wera Hübenthal, Norway.

March 2004: Open class, 2 years and older - he was awarded
his 4th CAC and gained his title, also the CACIB, BOB and
Group 1 under judge Mrs Elke Pepper, Germany.

To gain their title in Iceland, dogs need to be awarded at least
3 CACs and at least one of them must be awarded after the
age of two. When dogs like Ómar get so many CACs before
they are 2 years old, they just need one CAC in the Open class
to gain their title.
Ómar is proud to be Summerstorm’s first Champion. Since
gaining his title he has continued with his success and currently
holds 4 CACs, 2 CACIBs, 6 BOBs, 2xBIG1, 3xBIG-2 and
1BIG-3. We are now working on his International Champion
title. He needs 2 more CACIBs to get it. The Icelandic Kennel
Club is the only club in Iceland that is a member of the FCI
(Fédération Cynologique Internationale) and dog shows
are held under their rules. Our shows are similar to those in
Scandinavia.
Ómar is a real showman in the ring, he moves proudly and

elegantly like most Afghans do. When we start running in
the ring it is always a special moment. As all Afghans owners
know, you can hear from the audience how impressed they are
watching his movement. Ómars movement seems to impress
most people in Iceland, but his face also appeals to them. Many
horse owners live in our neighbourhood and when we are
walking they always stop us and praise his springy movement.
They just adore him.
Ómar lives in a nice neighbourhood with his family and two
other dogs, a Tibetan Spaniel and a Standard Poodle bitch.
Ómar’s favourite game is to run free in the garden, splashing
in the pond and chasing the tibbie. He also loves to run free
in our beautiful country, on the lava fields and moss, so you
will imagine how his coat looks after 2-3 hours walk in the
rain or snow!
Valgerður Júlíusdóttir
Owner of the only Afghan in Iceland
Email: valgerdj@simnet.is

Summerstorm Afghanhounds: http://hem.passagen.
se/summerstorm/

A new version of the age old light bulb joke - different breeds give answers…
How many dogs does it take to change a light bulb?
Golden Retriever: The sun is shining, the day is young, we
have our whole lives ahead of us, and you’re inside worrying
about a stupid burned out bulb?
Border Collie: Just one, and then I’ll replace any wiring
that’s not up to code.
Dachshund: You know I cant reach that stupid lamp!
Rottweiler: Make me.
Labrador: Oh, me, me!!!! Pleeeeeeease let me change the
light bulb! Can I? Can I? Huh? Huh? Can I?

Cocker Spaniel: Why change it? I can still relieve myself on
the carpet in the dark.
Greyhound: It isn’t moving. What’s the point?
Old English Sheepdog: Light bulb? I’m sorry, but I don’t
see a light bulb.
Afghan Hound: I’m sorry but do you know who you are
speaking to? I cant possibly be expected to do that.
Cat: Dogs do not change light bulbs. People change light
bulbs. So, the question is: How long will it be before I can
expect light?

German Shepherd: I’ll change it as soon as I’ve led these
people from the dark, checked to make sure I haven’t missed
any and made just one more patrol to see that no one has
tried to take advantage of the situation.
Maltese: Let the Border Collie do it. You can feed me while
he’s busy.
Jack Russell: I’ll just pop it in whilst I’m bouncing off the
walls and furniture.
Poodle: I’ll just blow in the Border Collies ear and he’ll do
it. By the time he finishes rewiring the house, my nails will
be dry.

Jeremy & Doyle - photo by Lewis Baucutt
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MIAMARNA MANDOLIN AT ASHAHNI JW
dob: 2.8.03
(Ch.Zareesh Azha JW x Saqlawi Fascination JW)

1 CC and 1 RCC
Very proudly owned and shown by Cathy Harding
Bred by Mrs Shirley Gill and Mrs Sharon Marshall
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Photo: David Paton
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1.(4) Some people are said to have this feature for
spotting a ‘good un’!
4.(4) Never rely on these for your show ring
predictions!
7.(4) A famous Afghan Hound racer; could be said to
have been in mint condition!
9.(3/2/5) An empty kettle - What a good ‘ring master’
should never be!
12.(8/4) What type of people always take the utmost
care?
13.(4/2/4) The highest accolade?
16.(4) What an Afghan Hounds’ home should be for.
17.(4) Easy to lose the right one - ear of the dog
could help?
18.(4) Cheaper to bring your own, but watch out for
the ‘fish bait’ in your hamper!

Down

2.(8/4)(also see 3) Brushing up on how to use these,
will help to...
3.(12) ...ensure your Afghan Hound’s...is first rate!
4.(4/2/6) THE seven to choose from?
5.(4/8) Pink glasses; foggy with delusion?
6.(2) In short, Top Girlie - whichever way you look at
it.
8.(2) In short, the No.1 Guy!
10.(4) This is really not a difficult clue?
11.(4) Temporary fashion style - with ectasy,
initially - become less clear.
14.(2) In short, Top OAP?
15.(2) In short, Top of the Pops? Oops, typo!

Don’t forget it’s a backwards crossword - answers must be entered in reverse!
Many thanks to Cathy Harding for compiling this Crossword
Cathy offers a prize of £10.00 for the first correct entry drawn after the closing date of Saturday 28 May 2005
Please send your entry to Cathy at the address given in the Breeders & Exhibitor’s Directory
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MAHC Special Open Show
THE CRICKET CONNEXION, LEAMINGTON ROAD, RYTON ON DUNSMORE, COVENTRY.
SUNDAY 30 MAY 2004

JUDGES: DOGS - MR ROBERTO BONGIOVANNI (XENOS): : BITCHES - MRS GUNILLA HOLMGREN (KINGSLEAH)

VD Gill & Marshall’s Ch. Meredith Biarritz at Miamarna
MPD Hall’s Saxonmill Rocket Man
PD Earnshaw’s Shadowfax Ciao Sabbioso
SJD (6-15 mths) Inman & Hargreaves’ Sanstas Tommy Lee at
Keamarola
SJD (6-18 mths) Fisher’s Chicago Du Mont Chacra-Raju at
Ifmaraf (Imp)
SYD Woodward’s Saxonmill Jellicle Jack
GD Collett’s Saboush Raffyk at Mhasud JW
PGD Hall’s Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio JW
LD Cheeseman’s Afterglow Total Turmoil at Zaram
OD Parsell’s Harlextan Talk About Me

VB House’s Renza Recital for Jodak
MPB Hall’s Saxonmill Star Struck
PB Hall’s Saxonmill Star Struck
SJB (6-15 mths) John’s Qamaris Dragonfly at Heart (Imp)
SJB (6-18 mths) Weston’s Khamis With Attitude at Sanstas
SYB Waggett’s Saxonmill Jellorium
GB Waggett’s Saxonmill Jellorium
PGB Gill’s Maringo Fun And Games at Gileeze
LB Winters & Parsell’s Harlextan The Diva
OB Parsell’s Harlextan A Touch Of Frost

Best in Show - Hall’s Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio JW
Reserve Best in Show - Winters & Parsell’s Harlextan The Diva
Best Opposite Sex in Show - Winters & Parsell’s Harlextan The Diva
Reserve Best Dog - Parsell’s Harlextan Talk About Me
Reserve Best Bitch - John’s Qamaris Dragonfly at Herat (Imp)
Best Puppy in Show - Earnshaw’s Shadowfax Ciao Sabbioso
Best Opposite Sex Puppy- Hall’s Saxonmill Star Struck
Best Veteran in Show - House’s Renza Recital for Jodak
Photographs by Lewis Baucutt (Tel: 01673 857535)
Best In Show: Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio JW Reserve Best In Show: Harlextan The Diva
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MAHC Special Open Show
Special Classes ( Judged jointly after Best In Show)
Special Open (Black/Tan, Black/Cream, Black/Silver)
Woodward’s Saxonmill Jellicle Jack
Special Open (Gold, Cream, Red)
Newton’s Renza Designer Red by Shimalma
Special Open (Brindle)
Winters & Parsell’s Harlextan The Diva

Special Open (Blue, Domino, White, Black or AOC)
Earnshaw’s Bashanabad Pharoah’s Pride

balance. Good stern and rear angulation, most of them had
nice ringed tails.
What mostly disappointed me was finding so many narrow
fronts, coupled with unsound coming and going movements.
Moreover I felt the muscle tone in the majority of entries
was unsatisfactory for a sighthound. I think a hound, just like
an athlete, has to be supported by an excellent muscle tone
condition, showing a powerful gait.
Veteran class:
1. Gill & Marshall’s Ch. Meredith Biarritz at Miamarna 2.
Mulvale’s Azymuth Wild ‘N’ Wicked.
The winner was in a very good shape showing a very good
coat pattern, younger than the second placed dog who was
still performing well in spite of his age.
Minor Puppy class:
1. Hall’s Saxonmill Rocket Man 2. Coates-Waite & Savage’s
Sashkan Nite Nocturne 3. Keates’ Saxonmill Star Man.
The winner was a balanced puppy with a good front and
movement. Even if he “forgot” to carry his tail up, after some
running in the ring he was the best in the class. The second
was a balanced puppy as well, but his movement was not as
smooth as the winner.
Puppy class:
1. Earnshaw’s Shadowfax Ciao Sabbioso 2. Gill & Marshall’s
Miamarna Motivator 3. Hall’s Saxonmill Rocket Man.

Best Veteran Dog: Ch. Meredith Biarritz at Miamarna

Dogs
I’m convinced that all show dog exhibitors and breeders should
judge at least once in their lifetime. It’s such an enriching
experience!
I’m truly thankful to the Midland AHC for inviting me to
judge their 40th Anniversary special event. As a breeder I was
greatly honoured by this invitation. I appreciated it very much.
The kindness of both the committee members and all the
exhibitors along with the big entry of dogs and the beautiful
weather made the day a very special one to me.
I could feel some of the exhibitors were unhappy with my
request to have them running so much in the ring. I’m sorry
but our breed calls for it. I hope I didn’t hurt anyone by asking
them to run a bit more.
I mainly judged on conformation and movement. I wasn’t too
strict about heads and overall type, England being a country
that traditionally has a different point of view about these
topics to myself.
42 Talking about conformation, I found overall substantial
Afghans with very good bone structure and quite good

Best Puppy In Show: Shadowfax Ciao Sabbioso

The winner was a very beautiful cream puppy with the most
beautiful triangular eyes of the day. A very good mover with an
outgoing personality. He was clearly the winner of the class.
I discovered later his father is a dog of my breeding, which
made me very proud. The second in this class was a balanced
bl/t puppy nicely built, a bit spoiled by his expression.
Special Junior class (6-15 mths):
1. Inman & Hargreaves’ Sanstas Tommy Lee at Keamarola
2. White’s Amudarya Shafayat at Ruannas 3. Buttle’s
Amudarya Shone. A pretty hard class to judge. 3 dogs entered
and each of them had something that disappointed me. The
winner was a better mover using his front better than the
second. A black and tan dog with a nice head and beautiful
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ringed tail.
Special Junior class (6-18 mths):
1. Fisher’s Chicago Du Mont Chacra-Raju at Ifmaraf (Imp)
2. Lloyd’s Khamis Seize The Day El Krishan 3. Inman &
Hargreaves’ Sanstas Tommy Lee at Keamarola. The winner
was a brindle dog with a beautiful long neck coming out
smoothly from his shoulders coupled with a good balanced
movement. I would have liked a more refined head and a more
correct coat pattern. The black masked silver dog that went
second in this class caught my eyes for his general appearance
and his athletic body asset. He didn’t cover as much ground as
the winner and his top line was a bit soft.
Special Yearling class:
1. Woodward’s Saxonmill Jellicle Jack 2. Inman & Hargreaves’
Sanstas Tommy Lee at Keamarola 3. Appleby & Minchin’s
Kazdanabad Karlo Rossi. The bl/t winner of this class had a
very good movement, balanced front and rear, covered a lot
of ground, surely one of the best of the day, good angles and
expression. I would have liked a thinner skull. He couldn’t get
more in the best dog competition because of his top line that
spoiled a bit the whole picture. Second in this class was the
winner of the Junior class.
Graduate class:
1. Collett’s Saboush Raffyk at Mhasud JW 2. Bettridge &
Stenhouse’s Saxonmill Mungo Jerric JW 3. O’ConnorThomas & Thomas’ Renza Just Call Me Red. The red brindle
winner was in excellent condition with beautiful straight silky
coat and sound construction. The longer he moved the better
he would perform. If I could I would have changed his head
and expression. The black and silver that was awarded the
second place is another dog who caught my eyes when he first
came into the ring for his aloof presence and refined head.
Unfortunately as the winner was getting better and better on
the move, he started to go down a bit. Also he was not in
sufficient muscle tone and coat condition.
Post graduate class:
1. Hall’s Saxonmill Rum Tum Rio 2. Parker-Holden’s Sanstas
Whats Up Doc 3. Gosling’s Nagazumi Teroldego. The bl/t
who took this class was my winner when he first came into
the ring. No doubt he was the winner of the class when I
went over him. A sound dog, masculine, well put together. He
moved with style and didn’t let down. Second place went to
another balanced and well put together bl/t dog. He did well
at the beginning, then his performance went down a bit.
Limit class:
1. Cheeseman’s Afterglow Total Turmoil at Zaram 2.
Woodward’s Sashkan The Wizz Kid 3. Webb’s Altside Tiger
Potion at Turabaz. The black masked silver dog winner of the
class had a very good expression; he moved well and demanded
to win. A beautiful type of dog, just a bit too short in back.
The bl/t dog who was second in the class was the winner at the
beginning, then the black mask silver performed and moved
better.
Open class:
1. Parsell’s Harlextan Talk About Me 2. Bagshaw & Freke’s
Oshanemeh’s Believe I’m Real 3. Matthews’ Cloudside
Firestorm of Shurma. It took me some time to decide which
dog would win this class. The brindle got the class for his
beautiful general appearance, coupled with a good movement

and performance. Second came a bl/t dog who was very eye
catching when standing, with a lovely head and expression.
He moved with long reach and drive, he just should have been
more arrogant in his performance.
Best dog went to the Post Graduate class winner, who won
in front of the Open class winner because of his masculine
arrogance carried with proudness around the ring.
I was pleased Gunilla later agreed with me awarding him the
BIS.
Best puppy was awarded to the cream from the Puppy class
who was a very good competitor for the best dog of the day
as well.
Thanks again to the Midland AHC for their fabulous
hospitality. Everything made this experience in England
unforgettable.
Judge - Roberto Bongiovanni (Xenos Afghans) Italy

Best Veteran In Show: Renza Recital for Jodak

Bitches
The entry of 121 Afghans, where I had 72 bitches impressed.
Coats in general were natural with sometimes too much hair
hiding the body underneath. A little cleaning up on faces,
saddles and tails would make them look much nicer. Most of
the coats seem to have beautiful silky texture and there were
very few cottony coats.
There was one outstanding mover, but I have to believe there
were more that could not show off their movements because
of the hard surface in the ring. I realised later that my Best
Bitch had a litter sister winning another class and I noticed
the influence of foreign dogs in my winning bitches. In general
they were the best movers and they were all brindles!
It was a great experience for me to see so many different types 43
in the ring at the same time. Thank you all who showed their
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Afghans for me!
It was so nice to meet my old friend and co-judge Roberto
Bongiovanni and to all others THANK YOU! The great
kindness and hospitality of Mick and June Griffin made my
visit truly memorable.

Reserve Best Bitch. Second was Sarakavahn Love Is The
Game, a black masked red with a lovely head, well placed
shoulders and a short strong topline with nice angulation
front and rear.
Two bitches entered in the Special Junior Bitch (6-18 mths)
class. Winner was the brindle Khamis With Attitude at
Sanstas. This bitch was a little too big for my taste but she
had a beautiful topline, croup and she was a very good mover.
Second a black & silver Khamis Dare I At Keamarola, nice
square with a feminine head, lovely topline, nice movement.
The Special Yearling Bitch class winner was a very nice black
& brindle, Saxonmill Jellorium. She had correct proportions,
square excellent body, feminine head, beautiful topline, nice
angulation front and rear and free springy movements.
Second was a brindle Altside Walkin’ In The Rain, another
quality bitch with a lovely head and expression, topline,
excellent front, shoulder, angulation and a beautiful mover.
Lovely coat.
The winner of the Graduate Bitch Class was the winner from
the previous class, Saxonmill Jellorium. Second was Jahera
Mayyirah Andizhan, a black & silver with attractive head,

Monica Booth-Thomson accepts the Pooghan Trophy from Lynda Race

Of the four Veteran Bitches, my favourite was the elegant
black & brindle named Renza Recital for Jodak. She had a
lovely head and expression, long neck , firm topline and nice
movements. Silky beautiful coat. She was Best Veteran in
Show. Second was the black masked red Izmar Sokitoem at
Hadassah. This bitch had lots of substance with a nice head
and well-laid shoulders, nice coat.
The Minor Puppy Bitch Class contained seven puppies very
similar in type and colour. I was not surprised when I saw that
six of them came from the same litter. This class was difficult,
but my first choice was the black & brindle Saxonmill Star
Struck. She had a compact body full of qualities, a nice head,
long neck, well laid shoulders, nice angulation front and rear,
beautiful movement and she performed like an adult! Second
was the black & silver sister Saxonmill Star Light. This bitch
was a little bigger than the winner with a stronger head,
compact body, firm topline, nice angulation and beautiful
movements.
Seven Puppy Bitches in this class and my favourite was the
winner of the previous class, Saxonmill Star Struck. She
was Best Puppy Bitch. Second was Miamarna Mandolin,
another black & tan, nice square body with lovely head and
strong topline for her age.
In the Special Junior Bitch (6-15 mths) class there were two
bitches and the winner was a very feminine brindle with a
huge coat, Qamaris Dragonfly at Herat (Imp). She had an
exquisite headpiece, lovely neck, shoulder and topline. Correct
angulation front and rear and springy movement. She just
got better and better the more she moved! And she was my

Lynne Newton presents the Ginger Lace Memorial Trophy,
won by Ann Bettridge & Jim Stenhouse’s Saxonmill Mungo Jerric JW

topline, nice movement and a nice silhouette. My favourite in
this class was an elegant red bitch with a lovely feminine head
and easy movement, Renza Designer Red By Shimalma, but
unfortunately it was not her day today. Too sad she didn’t want
to give more of herself. I placed her third but she could easily
have been my winner.
Seven bitches in the Post Graduate Bitch Class. My first
45
choice was the black & tan Maringo Fun And Games At
Gileeze. This bitch had a lovely head, neck and well laid
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shoulders, short strong topline, lovely movements. My second
choice was a balanced black masked red, Harlextan Majik
Wanda. She was very feminine, square, with lovely topline
and she moved nicely.
My Best Bitch came from the Limit Bitch Class, the brindle
Harlextan The Diva. This bitch immediately caught my eye
with her lovely outline, long neck, beautiful shoulder and
excellent movement. She kept going and going and never let
down for a second! Beautifully presented! Second was the very
feminine black masked red Tico Trust Me With Sharhazlah.
I liked her feminine head, nice topline, good front and she was

a sound mover. Well handled!
Open Bitch Class winner, the light brindle heavily coated
Harlextan A Touch Of Frost, was a litter sister to the previous

Lynne Bateman receives the Layla Trophy on behalf of Jean & John Binks,
won by Ch Afterglow After You

class winner. Substantial, with an excellent body, front and
rear, another lovely moving bitch. Second was the black &
tan, Saqlawi Fascination, lovely head, excellent body and
angulation, with powerful movement.
Lesley Gill receives the Cynthia Pearce Memorial Trophy on behalf of Pat &
Robert Latimer, won by Ch/Swe/Dk Ch Exxos Gameboy at Zharook JW (Imp)

Gunilla Holmgren (Kingsleah Afghans) Sweden

Overseas News
Spain

Midland Afghan Hound Club rosettes were presented
in Spain, where Lynda Race’s Best of Breed at the XXV
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Artwork by Lianne O’Donnell

Exposicion Monografica Nacional Galgo Afghano & Saluki
(Spanish Afghan Hound & Saluki Club 25th Anniversary Ch
Show ) December 2004 was the bitch Khafka’s Hot Spice.
RBIS was the Saluki, Baghdad Raindance.

The Greatest Afghan Hound Shows On Earth
Some months back I had the bright idea of writing an article
about the greatest Afghan Hound shows ever held, quantity
wise. For most people, the greatest show is the one they won!
With breed entries in most countries at their lowest level for
decades, I thought now would be an ideal time to look back
at those good old, bad old days when just getting a placing
meant something, with huge classes making it as much a test
of endurance for dog and handler, let alone the judge!
However, I did not initially receive as much feedback as
anticipated from various corners of the globe, but thought
that the information obtained should not be wasted so have
tried to piece it together and make something readable, if not
informative. Also, it being 25 years ago since the Midland
AHC held its biggest ever show, I thought it quite appropriate
to celebrate the anniversary, even if ‘nostalgia is not what it
used to be’!

First of all, I must profusely thank Lindsay Collingwood, that
amiable, affable, efficient, hard working ex-Secretary of the
Midland Club of many years back, who has done most of the
researching and deserves most of the credit regarding the UK
show numbers. Also thanks to the other contributors and to
the editor John Bloor.
According to Lindsay, the largest ever entry of Afghan
Hounds in the UK (and probably the world too) was the
Afghan Hound Association Championship show held at the
New Bingley Hall, Stafford on 19 March 1977. The judges
were Mr W Kelly dogs and Mr R Adams bitches. There

(Ellis), BCC Cihela Santash (Haines), RDCC Hector
Argus from Alyshan (Cheetham) and RBCC Shushma from
Amudarya (Paton).

Jill Knight wrote in the Afghan Hound Year Book “the
highest amount of dogs at a show was at the AHA who set
a record, hopefully never to be beaten, the show and judging
lasted 13 hours! The Southern AHC ran a close second with
531 Afghans. One set of judging lasted 11 hours. Whilst the
reverse occurred at Bath. Mr H Jordan judging 276 Afghan
bitches in 3 hours. A wet Belfast had the lowest entry of 66
dogs”. The Southern AC attained 544 exhibits the following
year, 1978.

The biggest ever Midland AHC Championship show and
third overall I believe, was held on Monday 28th May 1979
at the Tate & Lyle Hall, Stoneleigh, Kenilworth. Judges were
Monica Booth (Sacheverell), dogs and Margaret Niblock
(Khanabad), bitches; Referee Bill Hall (Barbille). There were
563 exhibits for competition making up total entries for
competition of 734! Seven classes had 40 or more entries;
another seven had more than 30 each, four more had 25 and
over. And Graduate Bitch had 55! Judging started at 9am and
finished by 6pm, with also a well-deserved break for lunch.
Class entries were as follows:
Dogs

Bitches

Puppy

41

35

Junior

40

Minor Puppy

Veteran

32

7

Yearling	23
Maiden	28
Novice

32	

Post Grad.

49

Graduate

46

37
10
46
30
37
36
55
43

Mid. Limit

18	26

Open

12	

Limit

17	25
9

BIS & BCC Kharisar Zoe (Harcourt-Brown)
DCC
Ch Badakshan Pink Pearl

were 607 exhibits, making up 777 entries! 24 classes, which
included Special Beginners (43 dogs and bitches) and New
Members (39 dogs and bitches). BIS & BCC was Badakshan
Pink Pearl (Brown), DCC Koolaba Horningsea Eboni Earl
(Taylor), RDCC Kharisar Kharibh Khan (Harcourt-Brown)
and RBCC Kharakhan Columbine (North).

The AHC of Wales show was held on 26 Nov 1977 at Sophia
Gardens Pavilion, Cardiff. Judges were Mrs C Sutton dogs
and Mr R James bitches. The number of exhibits was 578
making 693 entries! 498 turned up, Officers and Committee
did not exhibit.
There were 26 classes, which included Stud Dog and Brood
Bitch with progeny. BIS & DCC was Zensu Storm Stallion

Pasharif Pindari of Darralls (Gurney)

RDCC Zensu Storm Stallion (Ellis)

RBCC Kharakhan Black Rose (North)

BPIS Severndene Secret Storm of Khelzar (Neal)
PD

Ashihna Romulus (Hitchen)

Some comments in the AHYB from the judges about the
show:

Monica Booth “I really enjoyed judging this well run show,
the only thing which spoiled the day was our typical English
weather, but fortunately we had ample room indoors. The rings
were large enough to cope with the record entry...”

Margaret Niblock “It was a great thrill and privilege to be
confronted with so many bitches of good type and quality 47
at this well-organised show. With so many to choose from -
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nearly 300 bitch entries! Those left in the last line up of 10 to
20 were of high merit. Once again correct movement was the
deciding factor, for with this goes good conformation.”

Further comments just received from Monica BoothThomson: “The Midland AHC Ch Show in 1979 must be
one of the highlights of my career. I’ve since looked back and
it’s just hit home to the tremendous task that we must have
had on that day. The entry of 563 exhibits, making an entry
of 734 was beyond all expectations. The only thing I was
disappointed about was the bad weather, which meant we
had to hold the show inside. Fortunately we had ample room
indoors, which can’t always be said nowadays as good venues
are few and far between. I’ve always been very professional
when judging and would have got on with the job, knowing
the time and tight schedule we would have had to finish at
a respectable time. When I looked through the catalogue
today, I found it most interesting to see what was around all
those years ago and who is still showing Afghans today.
Not that many. The Afghan Puppy entry for the show was
tremendous. They were very evenly split, 145 total in the four
classes. It was satisfying to see a lot of my top three places
went on to be top winners.

Anyhow, back to your email and the Midland AHC. As you
can imagine this was a very exciting day for us, but also a day
of great pressure for me as handler. Zoe already had 1 CC and
3 Reserve CCs to her credit. One of the Reserves had been
awarded to her by Margaret Niblock at Crufts the previous
year, so you can imagine all the hopes, fears etc that went
through my mind while waiting all day for the Open Bitch
class to start.... Would Miss Niblock still like Zoe? Would
she like others better? Would she/wouldn’t she show? Would
I trip and fall flat on my face, etc etc? To end the day with that
precious CC in my hand, awarded to Zoe by someone whose
knowledge of and achievements in our breed I held in such
high esteem was fantastic, and then for Zoe to win BIS under
Bill Hall, another with such a vast knowledge of the breed
made the day complete. We had known that the entry was a

Sadly neither Margaret Niblock, nor Bill Kelly, Ron Adams,
Cathy Sutton or Bobby James are alive today to obtain their
further recollections of these great shows.
Lindsay also made mention, after I enquired about her other
hobby, to the following, which I think also deserves space:
“My serious walking days are over. I think I might have
created a walking record of my own! Over the years I have
done some 300,000 miles walking Afghans, not counting the
15 years with my Corgi. Walks are much slower and shorter
these days.”
And from Meryel Wood (nee Harcourt-Brown) I received the
following response:

“I am replying to your email which was forwarded to me by
my parents (Peter and Hilary), as I was the one who usually

Ch. Kharisar Zoe

handled our Afghans. It has brought back many happy
memories, as you might imagine, and prompted me to look
back through all the early Year Books and my records. I
recently found my old diary for 1976, the year we made up
Karibh Khan at Windsor on a terrifically hot day. People were
48 putting their hounds into the River Thames to cool them.

Ch Horningsea Eboni Earl

big one but had no idea it may have been one of the biggest!

There were some huge entries at the shows between the
mid 70’s and early 80’s and so winning a class or higher was
really special. Between 1977 and 1981 there were always well
in excess of 500 exhibits at the AHA Champ show and in
1978 we had the great excitement of Lizzi winning at her
first time in Post Graduate (class entry 42) at only 22 months
and Reserve CC under Monica Booth, this was 5 days after
she won Graduate (entry 47) under Sheila Devitt Gilleney at
Manchester where there were 639 exhibits altogether !

The previous year (1977) the AHA had 607 exhibits and I
am sure it must have been the longest show. From an early
morning start it was after 10 at night when I went into the
Open Dog class with Karibh; he won RDCC to Barbara
Taylor’s Ch Koolaba Horningsea Eboni Earl. Judging lasted
a total of 13 hours. The biggest individual class that one of
our dogs won, however, was Junior Dog at Southern AC in
1975, judged by Daphne Gie and won by Kharisar Kavian
Khan who lived with my brother Nigel and his wife Frances.
There were 65 dogs in the class! I wonder if that’s any kind of
a record?”
Meryel’s mentioning above of the Manchester entry put me
onto a wild goose chase! It appears that figure in the AHYB
is incorrect. However, this show, the 1978 Manchester C. S.
would have been the biggest Afghan Hound entry for an All
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Breeds Championship show. There were 549 exhibits making
an entry of 712. Judges were: Dogs, Hank Heron, an allrounder from Scotland who worked several years for Molly
Sharpe (Chaman) and Bitches, the famous and glamorous,
Sheila Devitt-Gilleney (Malta/UK) of the celebrated

‘Carloways’. BOB, BCC was Koh-I-Noor Dagmar (Pullins),
DCC Tuttlebees Stargazer (Miles), RDCC Khonistan
Androcles from Alyshan (Sturgeon-Walkden) and RBCC
Fiazabad South Sea Maiden (Hughes).
AUSTRALIA

And thanks to Patricia Egan, another very hard working
former AHC of NSW Club Secretary, for the following details
of ‘The Greatest Afghan Hound Show Down Under’ :
“I recently salvaged your message from my Junk bin - evidently
that is where messages with India in the subject field are sent
by our new spam filter. The new Nigeria perhaps?

Yes, the AHC of New South Wales 32nd Specialty judged
by Anna Paton (UK) was the largest entry in Oz and I
believe the largest world entry under one judge. There have,
I believe been larger entries in UK, but under two judges. I
have dug out a catalogue. The show was held on April 1-3,
1977. Babies and Minors were held on Friday night, Veterans,
progeny classes and balance of dogs on Saturday and balance

washing dogs, a houseful of interstaters etc., my memories of
it are not that vivid, even though I won both Junior classes”.
NEW ZEALAND

From my own country, which only has a human population of
4 million and its closest Afghan Hound neighbour Australia
is a 3 hour flight away, it’s record entry is quite significant
considering these restrictions. Thanks to Neville Skudder who
searched the old catalogues to find:
“The highest Afghan Hound entry in New Zealand was
the Dominion Afghan Club 5th Specialty held in 1977 and
judged by Ann Andrews (Miyasht kennels, Malta/UK). Total
entry was 165, largest class Intermediate Dog (29) and 23
were in the Champions Parade, which in those days (unlike
nowadays) would have all come from the Open class.
BIS & DCC was Stan Dick’s top winning tiger brindle NZ
Ch Shazada Gambling Man (Imp Aust), a son of the mighty
‘Tygah’, Aust Ch Chandhara Tardis Arrakesh (Imp UK)
(Ch. Horningsea Tigers Eye ex Tardis Kandorissa Kabar)
out of Sagitazi Idlewild and bred by ‘Tygahs’ owners Graham
Paelchen and Lyle Dally.

RBIS & BCC was Kim & Desiree Crysell’s black and tan
bitch of pure English bloodlines NZ Ch Kazah Shaz Ranee
(Imp Aust) (Aust Ch Bletchingley Bogeyman (imp UK) ex
Aust Ch Shazkhan Azarah), bred on lease by Marie Howitt
from two dogs owned by Marie Ray (Shazkhan/Bletchingley)
in Perth.
U.S.A.

To determine what was the USA’s biggest ever Afghan Hound
entry, I thought a useful benchmark would be to find out what
was their largest ever AHC of America National. Many thanks
to the newly appointed and very efficient AHCA Librarian
Helen Stein for her help. It was by chance that the biggest
National was actually co-judged by Helen and her husband.

“The biggest entry at the Afghan Hound Club of America
National Specialty was in November 1995 at San Diego,
California and held in conjunction with the 2nd World
Afghan Hound Congress. The entry was 380 dogs with 532
entries (that is due to duplicate entries). The entry breakdown
was as follows:
Photo: Trafford

Aust Ch Tadjik Shikari

of bitches on Sunday. The total entry was 519. Of these, 505
(262 Dogs 243 Bitches) were in the classes and the rest were
additional veterans, sires, and dams. The largest two classes
were Intermediate Dog and Bitch, 64 and 56 respectively.

BIS & DCC was Aust Ch Tadjik Shikari (Aust Ch Raushan
Jamil x Aust Ch Relissa Black Night) from Open and BCC
was his mother Aust Ch Relissa Black Night (Aust Ch
Raushan Golkonda x Abrocher Blin Nabarlek), both owned
by Pamela Bennett. RBIS & RDCC was Aust Ch Shaaltarah
Sirocco (Aust Ch Furbari Kusan Kabul (Imp UK) x Shaaltarah
Yashiya) owned by Dennis & Chris McGreevey and RBCC
was my Ascent Vahara Mihira (Ascent Faria Shagali x Aust
Ch Ascent Ashana Reina) from Junior.
I remember it as a pleasant show, spectacular only in the
numbers, but with three days of judging and three nights of

Best of Breed Competition Judge Mr Robert Stein Total 108
(74D, 34B)
Regular Dog Classes: Mr Robert Stein. Total entry 112.

Regular Bitch Classes: Judge Mr Edmund J Kauffman, Jr.
Total entry 138.
Sweepstakes Judge: Mrs Helen Winski Stein. Total entry
105.

9 Stud Dogs, 4 Brace (Mr Stein), 5 Brood Bitches (Mr
Kauffman).
Obedience Judge: Mrs Betty Mae Ragan. Total entry 19.
The major winners were:

Best of Breed: Am Ch Tryst of Grandeur (B) (Am Ch
Triumph of Grandeur ex Am Ch Shahphire of Grandeur)
bred by Roger Rechler & Susan Sprung and owned by Gregg,
Scott & Todd Rechler.
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Best Opposite Sex: Am Ch Tifarah’s Hi Flying Victory (D)

The Greatest Afghan Hound Shows On Earth
(Am Ch Pahlavi Rhythm of the Night ex Am Ch Kulana’s
Victory Express) bred by Janis Reital & Darlene Anderson,
and owned by Janis Reital.
Winners Dog: Desiree’s Tobias (Lineweber, Wisecup,
McMullen)
Reserve WD: Scothills Final Edition (Clark, Clark,
Siciliano)
Winners Bitch: Myriad Jovan Red Sea (Cozzoni)

Reserve WB: Boxadan Alexis The Bitch (Graugaard,
Guerrero)
Best In Sweepstakes: Lorenwood’s Fire In The Sky (B)
(Starinsky, Gallagher)
BOS in Sweepstakes: Too Good To Be True of Grandeur
(D) (Rechler, White)”
Am Ch Tryst of Grandeur

Whether this was the largest ever entry of Afghan Hounds in

1982 National Specialty (French name Nationale d’Elevage)
held on Oct 10th 1982 in Macon, 309 Afghans!!!
Judge for Adult Classes, Males: Ms Carol Reisman (USA).

Judge for Adult Classes, Females: Mrs Mayer de Otero
(Spain).

Best of Breed (from the Champion class): Ch Sandina Satellit
(Norman Huidobro) (Am Ch Dynasty’s Wild Goose Chase x
Am Ch Caravan’s Blue Passion)
CAC & Open class male winner: Am Ch Kassan’s Johan
Sebastian (Danel/F) (Am Ch Akaba’s Blue Bannner x
Esfahan Keziah)
RCAC & Open class 2nd: Ch Huilaco’s The Best Seller
(Norman Huidobro) (Sandina Satellit x Ch Huilacos Belen).

CAC & Open class female winner: Rasta Reggae de Tchekana
(Danel/F) (Am Ch Kassan’s Johan Sebastian x Napsara de
Tchekana)
RCAC & Open class 2nd: Sandina Stardust (Balkh
kennels).
Males in Open class were 52 and Females in Open 43.
SWEDEN

Yvonne Ljungvist remembered and provided the details of
Sweden’s biggest ever Afghan Hound gathering:

“Hi, yes I can help you .... It was in 1986 at Skokloster, the
world famous Sighthound show. The judge was Mr Ole
Staunskjaer from Denmark. Youngsters were judged by Lena
Stal’handske and puppies by Agnetha Thorman, both ladies
from Sweden. There was a total of 204 Afghans entered. This
entry is very big as only about 100 Afghans are registered in
Sweden annually. If I remember correctly, the entry was almost
50/50 between males and females”.
the USA I am not sure. Back in the mid 1970s when USA
Afghan Hound annual registrations peaked at nearly 11,000,
there might have been another regional specialty or All Breeds
show (eg Santa Barbara) with more. I have posted this query
on one of the Breeders Lists but no information confirming or
to the contrary has so far been received.

BOB was Int Ch El Khyrias Never Say Never Again (D)
(Ch Rahzmundah Psidium (Imp Aust) ex Ch El Khyrias XHansia) bred by Christina Jernberg and owned by Elizabeth
Leven and Sven Westerblad (Sweden).

Thanks to Vivienne Machen for the following:

“Yes , I did exhibit at the show. The judge Mr Staunskjaer
was very strict and gave many blue ribbons. In Sweden a red
ribbon is what was wanted more for showing that day. The
day was sunny and hot as always at Skokloster and many
people were pleased with the fact that Mr Staunskjaer did
make a difference between good and less good Afghans. For
comparison, the following day Afghans were judged by Jenny
Dove (UK) and she was more liberal and generous and gave
nearly all Afghans a red ribbon”.

CANADA

“So far as I could determine from my records, the largest
Afghan Hound entry ever was the AHC of Canada National
in 1974”.
Total Entry of 161. Specials (Champions) 35, Regular Dogs
63, Regular Bitches 63, Sweepstakes were 59.

The Regular class judge was Herman Felton (Mandith,
USA) and the Sweepstakes judge was Myles Phillips (Kophi,
Canada).
Best of Breed was Ch Amberhall Bees Knees, bred in Canada
of all Holly Hill breeding.
FRANCE
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The French Afghan Hound National used to be the biggest
breed gathering in continental Europe. Many thanks to
Martine Falke who provided the following information:
“Hi, here is what you need! Biggest Afghan entry in France, the

BOS was N S Fin Ch Pices Chrisoula (B) (N S Fin Ch
Unjans Gjenghis Khan ex F S N Ch Racing Ch Tuohi-Tikan
Pilke) bred and owned by Marja Ritta Keveri from Finland.

FINLAND

The always informative Annika Kuitilainen supplied these
very interesting details:

“The biggest entry of Afghans in Finland was in 1991 at the
Finnish AHC 25-year specialty, 175 entries including puppies
(185 catalogue numbers). The World Show in Helsinki in
1998 got 152 entries. I’ve only counted the dogs that actually
were shown, not just catalogue numbers”.
Finnish Afghan Hound (SA-FA) 25-year specialty 8 June

The Greatest Afghan Hound Shows On Earth
1991, in the grounds of Mustio Castle. Judges: Bjorg Foss,
Norway (puppies and juniors), Betty Stites, USA (other
classes)
Entries : Puppies

4 males

Regular classes 70 males

8 bitches

93 bitches

BIS: Ch Punapaulan Niklas (D) (Int Ch El Khyrias Give
And Take x Ch Majic Dancer of Scheherezade)

BOS: Ch Neliapilan Hunajapupu (B) (Ch Neliapilan
Onnenpotku x Ch Jackstraw’s Kiss-Me-Quick)
Dog CC: Oshanameh’s Good Looking (Ch Kirman Ishmin
x Oshanameh El Gharib)
Bitch CC: Taikatassun Kuje (Ch Kirman Kharif x Ch
Taikatassun ET)

of 103 Afghan Hounds. The judge was Mike Lancashire
(Landhavi/Drishaun Afghan Hounds) a well-known Afghan
Hound breeder from the UK who co-owned the famous Eng
Ch Moonswift Moonglade. It was a rainy day, but the show
ran smoothly”.
I asked Mike Lancashire for his recollections and he kindly
sent the following:

“I recall being asked to stand in as a substitute for Richard
Souza. This was my first overseas appointment and really
probably the best test for my knowledge of the Afghan. I
didn’t know anyone and so HAD to judge the dogs!
I recall that it rained on the day but not too much. The
Afghans were a mix of local ( Johannesburg) Afghans and

“I was there, a beautiful summer day, beautiful old castle and
historical surroundings. The judging lasted very long, to 9.00
pm at least. And after the BIS competition there were huge
breeders and progeny classes; their judging took at least one
more hour. Ch Kirman Kharif had the best progeny group and
Punapaulan kennels the best breeders group. The BIS winner
was a well-established Champion, a well moving cream dog,
and his dam was 2nd in the Best bitch competition, at the age
of 10 years. The BOS winner was a kind of surprise winner,
a young Champion bitch. This win gave her a good start and
she ended up in winning the Afghan of the Year competition.
My bitch was third in junior bitches (24 entries) ...... I got my
nose burned in the sun”.
JAPAN

The largest Afghan Hound entry in Asia would have been in
Japan. Which show and when I have not been able to deduce.
Mrs Fukie Yoshimoto, a well-known person synonymous with
Afghan Hounds in Japan recalls that the biggest shows were
about 30 years ago in the late 70s and early 80s, but could not
remember which was the biggest of all time. Unfortunately in
Japan there is no parent club like the AHA.
SOUTH AFRICA

From Carolyn Blair, here are the numbers and major winners
from South Africa’s record breed event. Maybe it will
be surpassed in May this year when they host the World
Congress?
“The show with the largest entry of Afghan Hounds was the
Afghan Hound Association of Southern Africa’s 2nd Annual
Championship Show held on 10th of April 1983 at Goldfields
Show Grounds, Bedfordview, Johannesburg with an entry

Sikhama Southern Gold of Kaveri

Natal Afghans together with overseas, predominantly USA
bred Afghans. My Best dog and BIS went to John and
Liz Bredenhann’s Elizhan Dream Maker (Ch Nas Dom
Batu Khan x Nas Dom Angharad of Elizhan) a beautifully
constructed and great showman who gained his title on the
day. My Best bitch was Steve Kemp’s masked gold Sikhama
Southern Gold of Kaveri (bred by Phil & Mary Massie) who
was so typically ‘Afghan’.

Best Puppy was Atlantis Nontombi owned by Ms A du Toit
and bred by Gael Morison. I made many friends during my stay
and have returned on at least 3 more occasions and learnt more
about the South African Afghan scene and its characters. My
great friend Milan Anteglevic and his wife Anka are probably
the longest serving Afghan people in South Africa and I shall
always be in their debt for the hospitality and kindness that
they have shown me”.
And if, after reading all of this article you reach the conclusion that
it’s just ‘a load of old show results’, then you are probably right!
Murray Anderson (‘Tazi Tourist’) ex N.Z.
Bangkok Dec 2004/Penang Feb 2005

Elizhan Dream Maker
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MAHC Open Show
TOMLINSONS KENNELS & TRAINING CENTRE, MARKFIELD, LEICESTERSHIRE
SUNDAY 17 OCTOBER 2004
JUDGES: DOGS - MRS DEE MILLIGAN-BOTT (THENDARA): : BITCHES - MR PAT KIRWAN (PADAKI)

VD Twentyman’s Bondor Back With A Vengeance ShCM
MPD Baucutt’s Drishaun Delorian
PD Gilbert & Grant’s Firos Caperdonich
JD Coates-Waite’s Sashkan New Kid On The Block at Kulute
SYD Lowry’s Gardwright Celebrity
MD Gilbert & Grant’s Firos Caperdonich
ND Coates-Waite’s Sashkan New Kid On The Block at Kulute
UGD Coates-Waite’s Sashkan New Kid On The Block at Kulute
GD O’Connor-Thomas & Thomas’ Renza Just Call Me Red
PGD Green’s Allakari Tlingit
LD Aspinall’’s Tulak The Fugitive
OD Buttle’s Bondor Twelth Night

VB Small’s Zamora Beauty
MPB Lancashire’s Drishaun Djacquetta
PB Hall’s Saxonmill Star Struck
JB Harding’s Miamarna Mandolin at Ashahni
SYB Noble & Wilcox’s Bichoux Only Me JW
MB Gilbert & Grant’s Firos Braeval
NB Gilbert & Grant’s Firos Braeval
UGB Absent
GB Hitch’s Soda Pop of Zendushkas
PGB John’s Gold N Copper Show Your Colours at Herat (Imp)
LB Lancashire’s Drishaun D’Lucille
OB Winters & Parsell’s Harlextan The Diva

Best in Show - Buttle’s Bondor Twelth Night
Reserve Best in Show - Harding’s Miamarna Mandolin at Ashahni
Best Opposite Sex in Show - Harding’s Miamarna Mandolin at Ashahni
Reserve Best Dog - Coates-Waite’s Sashkan New Kid On The Block at Kulute
Reserve Best Bitch - Lancashire’s Drishaun D’Lucille
Best Puppy in Show - Hall’s Saxonmill Star Struck
Best Opposite Sex Puppy - Gilbert & Grant’s Firos Caperdonich
Best Veteran in Show - Twentyman’s Bondor Back With A Vengeance ShCM
Photographs by Lewis Baucutt (Tel: 01673 857535)

Best In Show: Bondor Twelth Night Reserve Best In Show: Miamarna Mandolin at Ashahni
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MAHC Open Show

Best Puppy In Show: Saxonmill Star Struck
Reserve Best Puppy In Show: Firos Caperdonich

Reserve Best Dog:
Sashkan New Kid On The Block at Kulute

Best Veteran In Show:
Bondor Back With A Vengeance ShCM

Reserve Best Veteran In Show: Zamora Beauty

Reserve Best Bitch: Drishaun D’Lucille
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6th Afghan Hound World Congress
Sun City South Africa 6 - 9 May 2005
Since the Australian World Congress in 2000, where South
Africa was persuaded to host the 6th World Congress, we
have been hard at work.
Firstly, we had to decide on a venue and there was hardly any
choice – it just had to be the world famous ‘Sun City’. This

exciting conference venue is situated in a natural crater in the
middle of the African bush, alongside the Pilanesberg National
Game Park, where you can see the big five – lion, leopard,
elephant, rhino and buffalo in their natural surroundings. The
giraffe, zebra, impala, kudu, warthog and all the other exciting
African wild life will make your visit a truly memorable one.
Once you arrive at Johannesburg International Airport, there
is a bus service that will take you direct to Sun City – just over
2 hours drive away. Here you will book into the sophisticated
and elegant Cascades Hotel. The hotel is situated in beautiful
tropical gardens, threaded with tumbling waterfalls, weirs,
lagoons and shaded walkways. The venues for the specialty
show and congress are just a few minutes walk from the
hotel.
The Congress programme runs from the 6 – 9 May 2005. On
the evening of the 6th May, we will be holding the Welcome
Cocktail Party in the Royal Chamber at the Palace Hotel,
alongside the life size sculpture of the famous elephant
‘Shawu’.
On the 7 May, the 24th Afghan Hound Association of Southern
Africa Specialty Show will be held on the ‘Bowling Green’
below the Cascades Hotel. The showground is surrounded by
palms and indigenous trees with a wonderful view looking
across the Sun City golf course. A picnic basket luncheon will
be served on the lawns around the show ring. We have Betsy
Hufnagel (USA) judging dogs, Norma Hitch (UK) judging
bitches and Dr Paul Hewitt (Aust) as the Referee. Our afghans
are very cosmopolitan, with many imports over the years from
UK, USA, Australia, Sweden, Germany, Canada, Spain and
others. We are sure that there will be something for everyone
to see and admire.
On the evening of the 7th, we are very honoured to have
June Leitch hold a fun and exciting sculpture workshop. A
maximum of 50 persons will be able to attend the workshop,
so book early to avoid disappointment. High Tea will be served
54 during the workshop.
The Congress proceedings will be held in the Baobab

Conference Room at the Sun City Hotel.There will be morning
and afternoon coffee/tea breaks and a finger fork luncheon.
We have tried to get as many new speakers as possible from
far and wide with different topics as shown below:
Type Diversity: A Definitive Study of a Sole Standard.
Cinzia Aymaretti (Italy)
Changing scene in the UK in the last 20+ years.
Lesley Busby (UK) 		
Where have all the flowers gone?
Ulf Jorgensen (Denmark)
Afghan Hound Veterinarian Health report.
Jerry Klein (USA)
Lost Afghan genes, State of region report, Taigan’s & Tazi’s
Monica Kullarand (Estonia)
The future of Afghan Hound organizations.
Vivienne Machen (Canada)
Current day Afghan Hounds in Afghanistan.
Garry Newton (USA)
Technicolour Dream Coat
Lynn Watson (Australia)
Benchmarking Afghan Gait
Terry Wilcox (Australia)
Panelists:
Judging the Afghan Hound – why is it so difficult?
Paul Hewitt (Australia)
Why do we Breed Afghans?
Lotte Jorgensen (Denmark)
Correct Pelvic Assembly
Gael Morison (RSA)
How easy is it to make a Champion?
Mary Pascoe (UK)
Most Important hallmarks of Afghan Hounds
Scott Pfiel (USA)
Weaknesses creeping into the breed – The consequences thereof?
Philippe Gallardo (Spain)
Other:
Africanis (The African dog)
Johan Gallant

On the evening of the 8th, the Gala Dinner will take place in
the ‘Hall of Treasures’ – a delicious buffet dinner including wine
will be served. During the evening there will be presentations,
entertainment and a fun Auction. We already have items
generously donated by Terry Wilcox (bronze sculpture), June
Leitch (a very special sculpture), Daphne Gie (original art
piece) and Nigel Rault (gold pendant of the Congress Logo).
On the morning of 9th May we will continue with the
Congress, which will include a coffee break and finger fork
luncheon. In the afternoon, to end the SA Congress in truly
African style, we will be taking a 3 hour Game Drive in the
3rd largest Game Park in Southern Africa – Pilanesberg
National Park – which hosts the Big 5. This will be followed
by a Bush Braai (barbecue) in the Boma in the middle of the
Park, where the African ambience can be enjoyed.
For those who wish to tour around South Africa, either
before or after the Congress, our website www.afripaw.com/
afghansafrica has a few suggestions and links. All booking
information is also available on the website.
Come and join us for a truly African experience and see
the BIG SIX – lion, leopard, elephant, rhino, buffalo and
AFGHAN!!!!
Footnote:
The Afghan in the ‘Big Six’ is Carolyn Blair’s SA Ch Sade Lionheart of Kohinoor
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JHANSI
ANDIZHAN
KAZDANABAD
NORMARAND
KINDJARA

ADAMS, MRS S.A. & MR W. ADAMS, 6 THE PARK, KEYSTON, HUNTINGDON,

CAMBRIDGESHIRE, PE28 0RD. Tel: 01832 710604. Email: jhansi2@gmail.com

ANDREW, MR S., ‘BARBARY’, THE CHAPEL HOUSE, ASHBOURNE ROAD, BRADNOP,
STAFFORDSHIRE, ST13 7NH. Tel: 01538 386070. Email: stuey@andizhan.freeserve.co.uk

APPLEBY, MS L. & MR J. MINCHIN, 101 DONNYCARNEY ROAD, DUBLIN 9, REPUBLIC OF
IRELAND. Tel: 00 3531 8327224. Email: lynappleby@eircom.net
BARBER, MRS N. & MR N BARBER, 9 DANESWOOD AVENUE, WHITWORTH, ROCHDALE,

OL2 8UY. Tel: 01706 343776

BARNETT, MR P., KINDJARA, 24 OREGON WAY, CHADDESDEN, DERBY, DE21 6UJ.
Tel: 01332 675340
BAUCUTT, MRS B. & MR. L. BAUCUTT, LINRIC, BARDNEY ROAD, WRAGBY, MARKET RASEN,
LINCOLNSHIRE, LN8 5QZ. Tel: 01673 857535. Email: lewis_baucutt@yahoo.co.uk

PASHTARI

BLOOR, MR J. & MRS M. BLOOR, BAY TREE COTTAGE, 26 BEAUVALE, NEWTHORPE,
NOTTINGHAM, NG16 2EY. Tel: 01773 715054. Email: john@pashtari.co.uk

SACHEVERELL

BOOTH-THOMSON, MRS M., THE BEECHES, 152 MAIN ROAD, SMALLEY GREEN,
DERBYSHIRE, DE7 6DT. Tel: 01332 882807. Email: monica.allan@virgin.net

NYANZA

CHARLTON, MR A. & MRS S. CHARLTON, 39 BROOKLAND TERRACE, NEW YORK, NORTH
SHIELDS, TYNE & WEAR, NE29 8DS. Tel: 0191 257 7652. Email: susan@nyanza.fsbusiness.co.uk

ZARAM

CHEESMAN, MR T. & MRS C. CHEESMAN, 44 WHITTLE CLOSE, RUGBY, WARKS, CV22 6JR.
Tel: 01788 336113. Email: carolyn.cheesman@ntlworld.com

KAJAKI

CRONK, MR T. & MRS S. CRONK, 45 HILLINGDON RISE, SEVENOAKS, KENT, TN13 3RE.
Tel: 01732 458344. Email: telsue@hotmail.com
DONNELLY, MS M. & MR R LITTLER, GARDEN COTTAGE, CHESTER ROAD, BUCKLEY,
FLINTSHIRE, CH7 3AE. Tel: 01244 550438

MOGELL

ELLIS, MR M & MRS S. ELLIS, “MOGELL”, 36 PATRICIA DRIVE, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX,
RM11 3RU. Tel: 01708 508099. Email: mogellafgans@home362000.fsnet.co.uk

NUMA

EVANS, MR D. & MR B. HILLIER, 4 FOWEY, FRESHBROOK, SWINDON, WILTSHIRE, SN5 8QP.
Tel: 01793 486698. Email: us@numa-afghans.fsnet.co.uk

SEVERNDENE

FRYER, MRS E. & MR G. FRYER, SEVERNDENE, 4 WISLOE ROAD, CAMBRIDGE,
GLOUCESTERSHIRE, GL2 7AF. Tel: 01453 890411

SHAZELL

GILES, MR G., 7 STANHOPE HOUSE, LICHFIELD STREET, TAMWORTH, STAFFORDSHIRE,
B79 7BN. Tel: 01827 311290. Email: gilesg690@aol.com

ASHAHNI

HARDING, MRS C, “OAK COTTAGE”, LONDON ROAD, WALGHERTON, NANTWICH,
CHESHIRE, CW5 7LA. Tel: 01270 841530. Email: hardingcathy@yahoo.co.uk

DAVLEN

HAYWOOD, MRS G., 26 VALLEY ROAD, OVERSEAL, SWADLINCOTE, DERBYSHIRE, DE12 6NL.
Tel: 01283 760597

TARAKHI

HURL, MR R. & MRS J. HURL, TARAKHI, MAIN STREET, PADBURY, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE,
MK18 2AY. Tel: 01280 816007

GINTONIC

JONES, MISS E., JUST US, 6 ROMWOOD CLOSE, KINSLEY, PONTEFRACT, YORKSHIRE, WF9 5LX.
Tel: 01977 625323. Email: eiryjones@tiscali.co.uk

SUZAPH

KEMP, MRS S. & MR N. KEMP, 46 WILLOW GROVE, RUISLIP, MIDDLESEX, HA4 6DF.
Tel: 01895 621758. Email: suzaphafghans@hotmail.co.uk

JHANSI

KIRKHAM, MR R. & MR M HIGGINBOTTOM, ROSE COTTAGE, WREXHAM ROAD, BULKELEY,
MALPAS, CHESHIRE, SY14 8BW. Tel: 01829 720192

MONGKUT

LANE, MRS E. & MISS W. LANE, KIMBERLEY, CEMETERY ROAD, NORTH SOMERCOTES,
LOUTH, LINCOLNSHIRE, LN11 7NR. Tel: 01507 358162. Email: wendy.lane@tesco.net

TULAK

McCORMACK, MRS V. & Mr M CUMMINGS, VALHALLA, CLIMPY, FORTH, LANARK, ML11 8EN.
Tel: 01555 811787. Email: val_tulak@btopenworld.com

SHURMA

MATTHEWS, MRS J., 121 CHELLASTON ROAD, ALLENTON, DERBY, DE24 9AF. Tel: 01332 701118.
Email: janice.matthews@derby-college.ac.uk

ARMIRYA

MOIR, MR I., 76 BIRCHWAY AVENUE, LAYTON, BLACKPOOL, FY2 8EY. Tel: 01253 302329.

ELANGENI

MOTTERSHAW, MRS P. & MR S. MOTTERSHAW, LA VIEILLE GUILLEAUMERIE, ST SAVIOUR,
JERSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS, JE2 7HQ. Tel: 01534 862187. Email: elangeni@jerseymail.co.uk
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SHIMALMA

NEWTON, MR T. & MRS L. NEWTON, “SHIMALMA”, 72 NETHERMOOR ROAD, NEW TUPTON,
CHESTERFIELD, DERBYSHIRE, S42 6EN. Tel: 01246 861409. Email: lynne@shimalma.fsnet.co.uk

NANAK

OAKLEY, MRS S. & MR H. OAKLEY, KAAYNINE OF WAINFLEET, 1 TOFT CLOSE, BOSTON OLD
ROAD, WAINFLEET ST MARYS, SKEGNESS, LINCS, PE24 4HU. Tel: 01754 880750.
Email: kaaynine@btinternet.com

RENZA

O’CONNOR-THOMAS, MRS L. & MR T. THOMAS, FOXHOLLOW, CLEEVE ROAD, MIDDLE
LITTLETON, NR EVESHAM, WORCESTERSHIRE, WR11 8 JT. Tel: 01386 834191.
Email: renza.afghans@btopenworld.com

JAVIDAN

O’DONNELL, MRS C. & MISS L. O’DONNELL, 10 MUIR CRESCENT, LEVENVALE, ALEXANDRIA,
DUNBARTONSHIRE, SCOTLAND, G86 0RP. Tel: 01389 711880. Email: javidan@blueyonder.co.uk
PATON, MR D., WEBB’S FARM, STOURTON, NR. SHIPSTON-ON-STOUR, WARWICKSHIRE,
CV36 5HG. Tel: 01608 685110. Email: davids.paton@virgin.net

SASHKAN

SAVAGE, MR B. & MRS A. SAVAGE, 8 WOODWAYE, OXHEY, HERTFORDSHIRE, WD19 4NW.
Tel: 01923 245824

MASHAALAH

SAWYER, MRS W. & MR T. SAWYER, 15 FIRS CLOSE, MARLBROOK, BROMSGROVE,
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